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The aim of this dissertation is to contextualise the use of porcelain by the South African 
ceramist Thelma Marcuson (1919-2009). This paper focuses on her ceramics in the Tatham 
Art Gallery’s Permanent Collection in Pietermaritzburg. I hope to give recognition to 
Marcuson as she is considered one of the pioneer South African studio potters by Garth Clark 
and Lynne Wagner’s in Potters of Southern Africa as she is ranked amongst the top fifteen in 
that distinct group (appendix 4: Potters’ art demo). 
This dissertation is divided into three chapters. Chapter one primarily focuses on the 
influence of contemporary European studio potters on Marcuson’s work, in particular that of 
Lucie Rie, Mary Rogers and Ruth Duckworth. This chapter also examines the development 
of ceramics from industrial ceramics, involving mass productions in factories, to the 
modernist revival of studio ceramics by Bernard Leach, where each piece was handmade and 
often regarded as an art form, as in the work of the twentieth century British ceramist 
William Staite-Murray. Chapter two focuses on Marcuson and South African studio ceramics 
and considers South African potters who had an influence on Marcuson’s early training, and 
also looks at her involvement with the Association of Potters of Southern Africa (APSA) 
founded in 1972. In the last section of this chapter I will discuss ceramic practices and 
technical issues about porcelain and high-firing glazes, specifying how they are made and 
used, with particular reference to South African developments and local studio potters. As 
Marcuson was particularly interested in porcelain, this chapter also outlines glaze 
applications with specific reference to porcelain and firing methods. Chapter three focuses on 
Marcuson’s ceramics and offers in particular an analysis of the nine pieces of her work in the 
Permanent Collection of the Tatham Art Gallery in Pietermaritzburg. Through my research I 
was able to acquire photographic documentation from other South African museums for 
comparative purposes, such as the Durban Art Gallery and the William Humphreys Art 
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The aim of this dissertation is to contextualise nine ceramic works by Thelma Marcuson 
(1919-2009) in the Tatham Art Gallery’s Permanent Collection. In Clark’s and book Potters 
of Southern Africa (1974), he places her in the top fifteen leading ceramists in South Africa 
(appendix 4: Potters’ art demo).  
The text style used throughout is the Harvard method as stipulated by the Centre for Visual 
Art (CVA) at the University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN), Pietermaritzburg. Some of the 
abbreviations used in this text are TAG for Tatham Art Gallery; WHAG for William 
Humphreys Art Gallery; DAG for Durban Art Gallery; APSA for Association of Potters of 
Southern Africa is. Within this dissertation Thelma Marcuson is referred to as Marcuson and 
references to personal communication have been shortened to pers comm. 
This text consists of one hundred and eighteen pages. This includes documentary 
photographs which have been added to as illustrative materials to the text, and seven 
appendixes of supporting documents. 
This study focuses on a selected body of Marcuson’s ceramics works at the Tatham Art 
Gallery in Pietermaritzburg, but also notes that there are exceptional examples of Marcuson’s 
work in the Durban Art Gallery and the William Humphreys Art Gallery in Kimberley as 
well as in some private collections. 
A glossary of words used in this text appears at the end of this dissertation on page eighty one 
to eighty three. The glossary terms originated from the book by Peter Lanes’ book 
Contemporary Porcelain: Materials, techniques and expression. 
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The aim of this dissertation is to contextualise the use of porcelain by the South African 
ceramist Thelma Marcuson (1919-2009), in particular her ceramics in the Tatham Art 
Gallery’s Permanent Collection in Pietermaritzburg. I hope to give recognition to Marcuson 
as she is considered one of the pioneer South African studio potters by Garth Clark and 
Lynne Wagner’s in Potters of Southern Africa as she is ranked amongst the top fifteen in that 
distinct group (appendix 4: Potters’ art demo). 
Marcuson was a studio potter based in Johannesburg in the 1960s and preferred being 
referred to as a ‘potter’ rather than a ‘ceramist’. She felt that the term ‘ceramist’ was a 
glorification of what she did and liked to keep things simple (pers comm Thelma Marcuson 
2008). This simplicity can also be seen in the way Marcuson worked with her medium and 
can be observed in several of her pieces.    
For the purpose of this dissertation, as well as analysing Marcuson’s work in the permanent 
Tatham Art Gallery collection in Pietermaritzburg, as I will briefly discuss the porcelain 
pieces in two other South African museums, namely the Durban Art Gallery and the William 
Humphreys Art Gallery in Kimberley.  
Beginning in the 1970s ceramics began to be deliberated as an art form and in South Africa, 
largely due to the Association of Potters of Southern Africa (APSA, which was founded in 
1972 and will be discussed later in chapter 2) ceramics gained a wider public acceptance 
(Zaalberg 1985). This study intends to enhance the available information regarding the 
development of local stoneware and porcelain which has only recently been collected by art 
museums in South Africa. In this context, my research aims to amplify the little existing 
information that details the ceramic works of Marcuson. 
Although there were other artists working with porcelain during the 1970s in other parts of 
the country (for example Marietjie van der Merwe [for further information on Marietjie van 
der Merwe see Lara Du Plessis’s thesis, 2007] and Esias Bosch); Marcuson was the first 
South African studio ceramist to have a solo exhibition of her porcelain at the Goodman Art 
Gallery in Johannesburg (Zaalberg 1985:72; Mayer 1988:16). This prestigious gallery was 
originally managed and owned by Linda Givon, who was one of Marcuson’s most notable 
gallery dealers (pers comm Thelma Marcuson 2008). One of the key emphases in this 
research will be to examine the significants of Marcuson’s works in the Tatham Art Gallery 
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within the context of developments in South African studio ceramics in the latter part of the 
twentieth century. As Marcuson’s main ceramics influences from abroad were located in 
British studios, I shall briefly discuss the history of modernist studio ceramics in the United 
Kingdom.  
This research aims to provide critical research information to museums, as Marcuson is 
represented in major art museums and private collections across South Africa. The collection 
in the Tatham Art Gallery provides an important insight into Marcuson’s work as a key 
porcelain studio potter in South Africa from the 1970s until 1988. Although she was mostly 
self-taught, her ceramics were well received in South Africa. In his book, Potters of Southern 
Africa, Garth Clark places her as one of the top fifteen potters in the country (appendix 4; 
Zaalberg 1985: 72; Katz 1974:30). 
Since I am a practicing ceramist, whose Master of Fine Art exhibition is concerned with 
studies of porcelain vessels, my empirical knowledge will assist my analysis of Marcuson’s 
work. Hence much of my text will enumerate the often highly technical nature of studio 
ceramics and processes; I aim to provide more insightful and contextual analysis of 
Marcuson’s work. By assessing key ceramic art works made by Marcuson together with 
detailed photographic documentation of particular porcelain pieces in the examples provided 
in the Tatham Art Gallery’s collection, I will provide technical information about the 
materials, method and techniques used in her work in order to emphasise the extent of her 
achievements as a South African ceramist of note.  
Through personal contact and visits I have acquired invaluable information particularly from 
a personal interview with Marcuson that took place in August 2008 at her home in London 
shortly before her death in 2009.  
This dissertation comprises three chapters, enumerated as follows.  
Chapter one summarises the influence of contemporary European studio potters on 
Marcuson’s work, in particular that of Lucie Rie, Mary Rogers and Ruth Duckworth. This 
chapter also examines the development of ceramics from industrial ceramics, involving mass 
productions in factories, to the modernist revival of studio ceramics by Bernard Leach, where 
each piece was handmade and often regarded as an art form, as in the work of the twentieth 
century British ceramist, William Staite-Murray.  
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Chapter two assesses Marcuson and South African studio ceramics and considers South 
African potters who had an influence on Marcuson’s early training, and also looks at her 
involvement with the Association of Potters of Southern Africa (APSA) founded in 1972. In 
the last section of this chapter I will discuss ceramic practices and technical issues about 
porcelain and high-firing glazes, specifying how they are made and used, with particular 
reference to South African developments and local studio potters. As Marcuson was 
particularly interested in porcelain, this chapter also outlines glaze applications with specific 
reference to porcelain and firing methods. Some of Marcuson’s glaze recipes can be found in 
appendix 3  
Chapter three focuses on Marcuson’s ceramics and offers in particular an analysis of the nine 
pieces of her work in the Permanent Collection of the Tatham Art Gallery in Pietermaritzburg 
(see appendix 8). Through my research I was able to acquire photographic documentation 
from other South African museums for comparative purposes, such as the Durban Art Gallery 
and the William Humphreys Art Gallery in Kimberley, as well as some private collections 
(see appendix 1).  
In all, my research aims to contribute substantially to the history of South African studio 
ceramics from the 1960s, in the context of local practices developed with particular reference 
to Marcuson’s work in general, and specifically her ceramics in the TAG Collection. I hope 













This chapter provides a brief historical summary of Western developments in mainstream 
Modernist studio pottery, focusing primarily on those potters who, through their influence, 
contributed to the development of South African studio ceramics in the twentieth century. 
This chapter also focuses specifically on the three female artists, Lucie Rie, Mary Rogers and 
Ruth Duckworth, who had a direct influence on the work of the South African ceramist 
Thelma Marcuson (1919-2009) (pers comm Marcuson and personal observation).  
The industrial revolution in England reached its pinnacle in the 1830s, resulting in handmade 
products being replaced by machine-made items. The latter were cheaper as they were mass 
produced as opposed to the handmade products which were more time consuming to create. 
However, lack of design training resulted in excessive ornamentation complicating the 
functionality of the form instead of complementing it (Rose 1955:1; Armstrong 1981:1).  
It was only in the 1850s at the Great Exhibition of 1851, that the public was exposed to 
designs of better quality contemporary works. The profits from this exhibition were used by 
Henry Cole (1808-1882) to establish the first design school, the ‘Department of Practical Art’ 
at the Normal School of Design in 1852 to train teachers, designers and art workmen. Cole 
believed that the combination of art and industry would only be successful if the designers 
and craftsmen involved were educated and learned to understand that form and function were 
an integral part of the item to be made and that unnecessary ornamentation detracted from the 
functionality of the form (Rose 1955: 1; Armstrong 1981:1).  
The Paris Exhibition in 1867 initiated the start of the individual studio ceramics movement in 
England as had been evident in the International Exhibition held in London, where the 
development of ninetieth century design was clearly apparent (Armstrong 1981:1-8). This 
was continued in the late ninetieth century by William Morris who headed the Arts and Craft 
Movement in Britain focusing on the production and design of aesthetically pleasing 
handmade goods (Armstrong 1981:1-8; Rose 1955:3; Sentance 2004:22).  
The late ninetieth century saw the introduction of so-called ‘Art Pottery’ into the industrial 
manufacturers such as Doulton owned by Henry Doulton (1820-1897). Art Pottery was a 
term used to describe a wide variety of decorative wares made by a range of manufacturers 
(Buckley 1990:6 and 57-59). In the potteries the forms were made by a professional thrower 
and embellished by decorators, not designers. It took exhibition organisers and the public 
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time to fully appreciate the difference between studio pottery and art pottery; until the 1930s 
the two were merged as one (Armstrong 1981:1-8; Rose 1955:3; Sentance 2004:22; Watson 
1990:12).    
Henry Doulton was the first person to employ female potters and designers and permit them 
to sign their work. He hired artistically trained women to carry out both painting and tracing, 
as he regarded ceramic decoration as a suitable occupation for middle-class women. They 
were not responsible for the labour intensive side of ceramic production and were set apart in 
comfortable, private studios away from their male workers who manufactured the pieces. The 
women were encouraged to draw and paint their designs onto thrown green ware (wares that 
had not been fired in the kiln) (Armstrong 1981:1-8; Rose 1955:3; Sentance 2004:22; Watson 
1990:12).  
This was the first indication of women decorators being used in the ceramic industry as 
accomplished designers who decided on their own designs and signed their work accordingly. 
The employment of middle-class women in respectable studios such as Doultons' provided a 
solution to one of the problems facing widowed or unmarried women without an income; that 
of making a living without threatening their status as ladies through contact with the 
commercial world (Buckley 1990:6).  
Hannah Bolton Barlow (1851-1916) was a renowned artist in this category. Barlow had no 
formal education but had developed a talent for drawing in the Essex countryside. She 
enrolled at the Lambeth School of Art where she developed a distinctive style of drawing 
directly from nature and then from memory (Buckley 1990:6 and 57-59; Fleming and Honour 
1977:243). She was also very keen on ceramics. She was inspired by the Japanese products 
seen at the 1862 International Exhibition at South Kensington. In 1871 Barlow went to 
Doulton seeking employment (Buckley 1990:6 and 57-59; Fleming and Honour 1977:243). 
This was not the start of studio ceramics but indicated a beginning for middle-class women to 
make items for sale that were sophisticated and highly regarded by the public to purchase as a 
decoratively functional item (Buckley 1990:57-59). 
This is important to note in my dissertation about Marcuson because she was also a woman in 





The next section outlines the major developments in British modernist ceramics, and the 
significant issues that shaped Marcuson’s own ideas about her ceramics in South Africa. The 
term Studio Potter/Pottery was first used in England to describe a person/team who produced 
small scale, individually handmade products. A Studio Potter was often described as an ‘artist 
craftsman’ working primarily with their hands, at their own pace and on their own ideas 
(Watson 1990:10-15). Studio Pottery is a term given to artists who are both designers as well 
as the makers of the object as opposed to Hannah Barlow who did not make her work but 
decorated a ready thrown piece (Vurovecz 2008:13, Watson 1990:12, pers comm Armstrong, 
2011). The term was used more frequently in the 1920s to distinguish a certain kind of 
potter’s work from that of the industrial ‘art pottery’ for which Barlow was a ‘member’. 
At the beginning of the twentieth century art schools, such as the Central School of Arts and 
Crafts in London, did not offer pottery-making on the syllabus. The female students were 
limited to learning brushwork decoration on industrially produced works and not encouraged 
to apply physical means of making and forming works. Similarly, at the Royal College of Art 
in South Kensington, the emphasis was on decorated pottery. A male professional thrower 
from the Derby factory, George Lunn, was employed to give instruction on the throwing 
wheel at the Royal College of Art and assisted at the Camberwell School of Arts and Crafts 
in South London, but after his death pottery-making at these institutions ceased (Vurovecz 
2008:13-15; Rose 1955:6-8). A small group of students at the Royal College of Art, including 
John Adams (1882-1953) and Dora Billington (1890-1968), continued without a tutor and 
were successful in teaching themselves how to throw. A pottery department was eventually 
established under Miss Billington’s direction in 1926 at the Central School of Art in London 
(Armstrong 1981:1-8; Rose 1955:6-8). 
It was during the 1920s and 30s that pottery was redefined as a fine art. Bernard Leach (1887-
1979), William Staite-Murray (1881-1962) and Michael Cardew (1901-1983) were the main 
artists responsible for the shift.  These artists had a profound influence on some of South 
Africa’s pioneer studio potters. They broke away from industrial ceramics and created a 
renewed interest in ceramics and glaze chemistry, which at that time were guarded secrets 
within the industry. This enthusiasm and liberation of the making of clay vessels continues 
today (Coysh 1976:87; Jones 2007; Rose 1955:9).   
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Leach was educated in England at the Slade School of Art in London and after graduating he 
went to Japan to teach drawing and etching in 1909; however he took up pottery instead and 
became the sole student of the Kenzan School. Ogata Kenzan (1663-1743) was a Japanese 
potter and painter. Kenzan was considered to be one of the greatest ceramicists of his time 
(Rose 1955:9).  
Whilst in Japan, Leach produced three types of ware, raku, earthenware and high fired wares 
such as stoneware and porcelain, using naturally sourced and found geological materials to 
prepare both the clay body and the glazes.  Leach spent eleven years in Japan learning about 
Japanese art and culture and when he finally returned to England in 1920, he was 
accompanied by his friend Shoji Hamada, a young Japanese potter who had trained at the 
Kyoto School of Pottery in glaze chemistry (Cooper 2003:72-75 and 133; Cooper 2003:xi; 
Cooper 2003:146; Rose 1955:9). This was a major consideration in Leach’s ‘orientalism’ that 
marked his own work and his influence on the revival and development Studio Pottery in 
modernist ceramics; it was to provide a point of reference in Marcuson’s highly individual 
ceramics whose work I suggest, were not expressive of the so-called Anglo-Oriental genre of 
mainstream South African ceramics. 
Leach and Hamada worked together from 1920 to 1923 and established the St Ives Pottery in 
Cornwall where they built and used an anagama kiln (Birks and Digby 1990:95). Leach’s 
firing method was an essential part of his Anglo-Oriental philosophy and technique, which 
also highlighted the use of natural material. This meant doing everything from building the 
kiln, making up of glazes, digging of one’s own clay and mixing it. He stressed the 
importance of gesture and functionality (utilitarian) in contrast to the industrially made 
ceramics. As these were essentially handmade wares they were slightly flawed and lacked in 
industrial finish as compared to industrial ceramics (Arnold and Schmahmann 2005:142-
143). 
The kilns at St. Ives were fired with wood but coal was used to start the kilns (Cooper 
2003:146-156). Leach also experimented with salt firings in the anagama kiln but later 
changed the firing process to an oil firing (Birks and Digby 1990:95; Cooper 2003:146-156). 
Leach and Hamada’s’ arrival at St Ives was described by Michael Cardew as one of the most 
crucial events in the history of Studio Pottery, impacting on the developments in both 
England and South Africa. He writes in 1990: ‘the landing of Bernard Leach and Shoji 
Hamada on the island of Britain in 1920 was for craftsmen potters the most significant event 
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of the 20th [thus] century’ (Birks and Digby 1990:95). Leach produced functional work both 
individually decorated and signed which was manufactured as affordable; utilitarian wares 
serving as a source of income for himself (Cooper 2003:150-157). 
In 1933 Leach taught part-time at Dartington School in Devon before returning to Japan in 
1934. Leach had a number of students and successors, amongst them Michael Cardew. 
Cardew made functional pots and believed that the real quality of pottery was controlled 
mostly by the clay and not by the potter. Cardew left England in 1942 for Africa where he 
spent the next six years working and teaching in at Vume in Ghana and then from 1951 to 
1965 he taught at Abuja in northern Nigeria, introducing wheel made pottery and stoneware 
to African pupils, and at the same time developing and extending the range of his own work 
(Birks and Digby 1990:121). Cardew had a profound influence on the South African potter 
Esias Bosch and became Bosch’s mentor (Coysh 1976; Birks and Digby 1990:121; Rose 
1955:20-22; Jones 2007:84; pers comm Marcuson, 2008) (Bosch’s expressed admiration for 
Marcuson is discussed in my text below). 
One of Leach’s greatest rivals was William Staite-Murray who was in his forties when he 
started working with clay. In contrast to the earthenware industrial work of the time, Staite-
Murray along with other twentieth century potters such as W.B. Dalton and Reginald Wells, 
began producing high fired stoneware in the oriental manner in England. It was however due 
to the important contribution of Leach’s work that a better understanding of pottery and the 
potter’s position in industrial society was achieved (Coysh 1976:87; Jones 2007:83-84; Rose 
1955:9/22). Staite-Murray was strongly influenced by Hamada’s work and by George 
Eumorfopoulous’ (1863-1939) collection of Chinese Imperial ceramics which were first 
exhibited for public viewing at the Royal Academy in 1936 (Rose 1955:21). He was inspired 
by the technicalities, different forms and glazes used by the Chinese which he attempted to 
emulate and formulate his style of studio ceramics based on the teachings and understanding 
of Zen Buddhism (Rose 1955:21). Developing his ceramic techniques and forms 
independently from the St Ives group, Staite-Murray concentrated on one-off pieces and was 
able to achieve higher prices for his artwork. He was fascinated by glaze technology and was 
responsible for using English materials to emulate Chinese glazes for his needs (Coysh 
1976:87; Jones 2007:84; Rose 1955:9/22).  
Of all the potters of the inter-war period Staite-Murray was the most prominent British potter 
of that modernist era who asserted that ceramics was an art form that was both modern and 
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abstract (Rose 1955:21-22). He taught ceramics at the Royal College of Art in London in 
1925 and was made the head of ceramics department at that institute in 1926. In 1929 he 
moved his workshop to Berkshire and then left England in 1939 for Rhodesia (now 
Zimbabwe) with his wife. They were stranded there when World War II broke out. After he 
left England, Staite-Murray never worked with ceramic materials again. He did return to 
England where he had a very successful final exhibition of his works in 1957, but by this time 
he was suffering from cancer which claimed his life in 1962 (Jones. 2007:80-84); Cameron 
and Lewis 1976:6-7; Rose 1955:22).  
Leach and Staite-Murray were largely responsible for promoting modernist ideas about 
ceramics in a ‘studio’ context - and both played important roles in this regard. Leach enjoyed 
a market for his work by both the British and Japanese public. Staite-Murray considered his 
vessels as a canvas on which to make marks and through his teaching practice really only 
enjoyed a small, yet successful, following of his work. These were both men in the history of 
Studio Pottery and, as has been mentioned, the only woman who made her own pottery but, 
as a female figure was less known for her work, was Dora May Billington (1890-1968). 
Billington trained at Tinstall and Hanley School of Art until 1913 and then took a diploma in 
ceramics at the Royal College of Art between 1915 and 1916 where she eventually taught 
ceramics (Rose 1955:6-8). In 1924 she moved to the Central School of Arts and Crafts and 
was the president of the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society from 1940-1956. She played an 
educative role to young women (and men), both at the Royal College of Art and the Central 
School of Arts, teaching women such as Katherine Pleydell-Bouverie and Norah Braden, who 
in turn became important contributors to the Studio Pottery movement in Britain in the 1920s 
and 30s (Buckley 1990:89). Billington also had an indirect influence on the pioneers of early 
South African stoneware ceramics such as Hilda Rose (later Ditchburn), Bosch and Morris 
who had all studied under her (Bosch and Morris were both ceramist-colleagues of Marcuson 
on the Reef). 
I emphasise that female studio ceramists like Marcuson were entering a male dominated 
profession in Studio Pottery headed by Leach, Cardew and Staite-Murray even though Cheryl 
Buckley’s book Potters and Paintresses (1990) stresses the important role of women in 
industrial ceramic productions (in which Billington’s role as ceramist-educator is apparent).  
As Wilma Cruise (in Arnold and Schmahmann 2005:133) states, ‘in the first part of the 20th  
Century ‘Anglo-Orientalism’ exerted a considerable hegemony over ceramic production and 
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the lives of women potters’. Cruise went on to argue that there was an overt cult of 
masculinity around the practice of studio ceramics and this marginalisation prevailed in 
Southern Africa into the 1980s with the exception of women like Hilda Ditchburn (1917-
1986), and the women who pioneered Olifantsfontein and Linnware Studio Potteries. 
Lucie	Rie	(born	Gomperz)	(1902‐1995)	
Historically western women practising as studio ceramists were very few, and Lucie Rie is 
pre-eminent in this regard. Her ceramics were of primary significance to Marcuson in 
influencing her choice of ceramic forms and glazes (pers comm Marcuson, 2008). The next 
section points at some features of Rie’s work in order to anticipate my discussion of 
Marcuson’s ceramics. 
The Austrian-born ceramist Lucie Rie lived in a prosperous and enlightened upper-class 
homestead in Vienna and attended the Kunstgewerbeschule (Art School) in Vienna from 
1922 to 1926 where she trained under Michael Powolny (1871-1954), a craftsman and a 
modeller (Jones 2007:118; De Waal 2003:151). Here she became an acknowledged artist 
potter before moving to England before the war where she eventually developed an 
independent style of making studio ceramics and was ultimately known for her thin, delicate, 
raw-glazed porcelain. 
Lucie, and her husband Hans Rie, left Vienna in 1938 and moved to England, leaving behind 
her life of comfort and style. It was at the Little Gallery in Chelsea, run by Muriel Rose, that 
Rie was introduced to Bernard Leach in 1939. Leach had never heard of her before despite 
her certificates and prizes from at least four international exhibitions in Europe in the 1930s 
and had also exhibited in London in 1934. When she showed Leach her Viennese pots he had 
nothing positive to say about her ceramics at all, which came as quite a blow for her as she 
was a celebrated ceramist in her country of origin (Birks 1987:33). In 1939 she was invited 
by Leach to stay with him for a week at Dartington Hall in Devon, where he ran workshops 
under the patronage of the EL Mhursts (Birks 1987:35). She first worked in Soho making 
buttons until 1941 when the factory was destroyed by German bombers (Birks 1987:38). She 
then set up her own pottery and made ceramic buttons in Albion Mews, north of Hyde Park 
(Birks 1976:120). 
Rie met and interacted with the contemporary potters in London at that time. Although she 
initially found it difficult to break into the market of the British potters, and for the public to 
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take interest in her work, she seems to have been acquainted with the studio ceramic 
academics in London (Houston 1981:14-16). Muriel Rose’s criticism of her work was that 
her pots did not have enough control and her foot-rings on her forms were treated too weakly! 
(Houston 1981:16). W.B. Honey, a curator at the Victoria and Albert Museum, suggested that 
her ‘earthenware pots were wrongly clothed with stoneware glazes’ (Houston 1981:16). 
‘William Staite-Murray,[thus] asked her when she was going to start making pots’, and Leach 
found her pots too thin and the foot-rings were too fussy (Houston 1981:17). Despite all of 
this criticism she persevered with what she thought was appropriate for her to make and it 
was only when she met Hans Coper (1920-1981), a German refugee from Saxony who came 
to work with her in 1946, that she regained her confidence and he helped her re-establish 
herself with a fresh overview of her ceramic work (Birks 1976:119).   
Coper had no training as a ceramist but Rie took him as her assistant in her re-opened button 
factory (Birks 1987:41). Things started to change in 1948 when Rie and Coper (see figure 1) 
made tableware which was unique to their style but remained functional and innovative. 
Together they produced standard domestic ware such as coffee cups, tea sets and bowls, 
glazed in either a glossy white or black earthenware glaze. They set a new standard of 
precision in handmade pots, characterised by a simple design, straight pulled handles for milk 
jugs, fine rimmed coffee cups and wide pulled spouts that poured without dripping (Sellars 
1992:18; Birks 1976:119; Birks 1987:43; Houston 1981:18). It was after this association that 
Rie was affirmed in her quest as Coper endorsed her ideals of form and function (Birks 
1987:41-43). 
     
Figure 1. From left to right:  Lucie Rie and Hans Coper 
http://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/gallery/hiddenhistories/biographies/bio/friendship/coperrie_biogra
phy.html. Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2011. 
Figure 2. A comparison of Lucie Rie’s stoneware bowl (left), 1960-65, which was thrown on the 
potter’s wheel and then glazed and Hans Coper’s stoneware pot (right) which was also thrown on the 
potter’s wheel and glazed with a black glaze.     
http://ncclayclub.blogspot.com/2010/07/here-were-some-of-pots-we-got-to-see.html. Accessed by 
Fahmeeda Omar, 2011. 
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Rie, like Coper, had a down to earth attitude and felt quite humbly that they were just potters 
(Birks 1987:77). She understood and admired the Anglo-Oriental tradition in Britain but 
never tried to emulate this style for herself despite the local doyens encouraging her to do so. 
Her wares maintained simple elegant lines whether they were earthenware, stoneware or 
porcelain forms (Frankel 2000:74). 
Rie threw her vessels on the wheel and worked in earthenware until the 1940s when she 
switched to stoneware and porcelain firings. Her earliest porcelain piece was dated from 1949 
(Frankel 2000:68-69). She used a continental kick wheel with a hardwood head on which she 
threw her pots. Her wheel could be used as both a manual wheel or supplemented for an 
electric motor (Sellars 1992:18; Birks 1976:119; Houston 1981:18).  
Rie made a wide range of pottery vessels including bowls, cylinders and vases (see figures 4 
and 5 below). After Rie had thrown her regular cylindrical forms she would often manipulate 
them, which later became a particular signature trait of hers (Birks 1976:119). 
       
From left to right:  
Figure 3 and Figure 4. A comparison of one of Hans Coper’s vases (left), 1966-70 and one of Lucie 
Rie’s vases (right), 1967. These pieces can be found at the Fitzwilliam Museum Collection in 
Cambridge. 
http://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/gallery/hiddenhistories/biographies/bio/friendship/coperrie_biogra
phy.html.  Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2011. 
Figure 5.  Lucie Rie holding her bottle with a long thin neck and flared rim. This form is one that 
Marcuson admired and emulated in her own work, an example of which can be seen in the Tatham’s 
Collection.  www.siegelproductions.ca.  Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2010. 
Rie painted her glazes onto the green ware carefully over time so as not to wet the clay form 
excessively, building up layers of glaze to create the desired effect (Sellars 1992:18; Birks 
1976:119; Houston 1981:18). This is a noticeable trade mark of Rie’s bowls. This technique 
enabled her to use sgraffito and consequently control the marks she made with precision and 
care. She used fine lines that distinguished her sgraffito and inlay pots from other potters’ 
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works. Her work is characterised by the process of carving through either the glaze or the 
manganese wash applied to the surface of her pieces, as is evident in several of her porcelain 
bowls (see figures 6 and 7 below). Some of her work would involve intricate criss-crossing 
and, when the design was inlaid, she would refer to them as ‘knitted’ pieces (Frankel 
2000:74). Rie felt that raw glazing gave a quality of depth to her pots (Sellars 1992:18; Birks 
1976:119). 
The benefit with this glaze technique is that very little water is used and the glaze can be 
brushed on and scratched into. Examples of this technique can be seen on a pink bowl with 
lines scratched into it with the manganese glaze along the rim and a white bowl with a black 
band at the base and a gold band on the rim (see figures 6 and 7) (Sellars 1992:18; Birks 
1976:119; Houston 1981:18) (for comparison, see Marcuson’s porcelain bowls appendix 1; 
accession numbers 1912 and 1914). Rie was also fascinated with glaze chemistry (as was 
Marcuson discussed in my text in Chapter two) and experimented with her glazes until she 
knew the exact outcome and disapproved of chance in her work. She used an oxidised firing 
technique in a large top loading electric kiln (as did Marcuson) which was fired once a 
fortnight (Houston 1981; Rose 1955:24). 
    
Figure 6 and Figure 7. 
Left: Lucie Rie, glazed porcelain bowl with narrow foot-ring and wide rim. This is a well know trait 
of Rie’s which Marcuson liked. The rim and the foot-ring of this bowl has manganese glaze. Here Rie 
scratched through the glaze leaving a lined pattern on the inside and outside of the bowl. Date of 
works unknown. www.ready4thehouse.blogspot.com. Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2010. 
Right: Lucie Rie, a porcelain bowl with manganese wash on the rim and base of the bowl and glaze. 
This bowl also has a lined pattern scratched on the inside and the outside of the bowl, however the 
foot-ring on this bowl is not as narrow as figure 6 and appears more stable. www. mutualart.com                                    
Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2010. 
Rie experimented with her bottle shape (as seen in figure 5 on page 14 and figure 59 on page 
71; which is also a recurring form in Duckworth’s work- see figure 16 on page 20) in the late 
50s and the form grew from there, using matt glazes with oxides to achieve her colour 
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scheme. The shapes and sizes of the bottle form vary, from a cylindrical base with a narrow 
neck and a wide lip to a more delicate form with a rounder base. Later in the 70s her bottle 
forms evolved further and, she used a bronze glaze on her porcelain bottle (as seen on pages 
48-49 in Houston 1981). Rie experimented with different types of glazes to achieve various 
surface textures (Houston 1981:48-49). On one of her pieces the glaze is applied thickly and 
gives the surface a pitted texture. Her glaze experiments were of particular importance when 
considering the role Rie had to play in the evolution of women working as studio ceramists in 
the later twentieth Century; this provided Marcuson with a role-model. 
Finally, at the age of 80, Rie’s work was given the recognition she aspired to by having an 
exhibition in London at the prestigious Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts. This was quite an 
achievement at the time as, prior to this, Sainsbury’s generally only showed works by well-
known artists based on their reputation as painters or sculptors (Houston 1981:29). This 
historically marked ceramics as an artistic medium, giving recognition not only to one of the 
first women to achieve this accolade, but also to the formerly considered ‘craft’. This was a 
ground breaking achievement by publicly recognising a ‘non fine art medium’ on the same 
basis as the so-called ‘fine arts’ which included sculpture, painting and drawing (Sellars 
1992:18; Birks 1976:119).  
Mary	Rogers	(1929	‐	)	
The ceramics of Mary Rogers and Ruth Duckworth both provided crucial inspiration to 
Marcuson. 
Mary Rogers, a ceramist from Belper in England, studied graphic design at Watford School 
of Design.  After graduating she studied calligraphy for two years at St. Martin's School of 
Art in London from 1947 to 49 and studied ceramics at the Loughborough School of Art from 
1960 to 64. She worked for several years as a calligrapher and graphic designer before she 
established her own workshop in Loughborough and continued to work there for most of her 
career. Finally she moved to a new studio near Falmouth, Cornwall (Cameron and Lewis 
1976:126). This experience with design offers and interesting parallel to Marcuson’s training 
at Johannesburg Technikon [thus] (pers comm. Marcuson 2008), where a similar range was 
taught. When Marcuson started at the technikon she took a painting course but left to focus 
her full attention on ceramics. 
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Rogers commented that once she had started working with clay she immediately realised that 
this was the medium for her (Cameron and Lewis 1976:126). Initially Rogers hand-built her 
pieces which were generally large, coiled stoneware pots inspired by nature. She believed 
that building these forms slowly and quietly by hand was a way of exploring the natural 
world, which usually leads to a heightened awareness of natural forms, since the method of 
‘construction inevitably gives organic and somewhat asymmetrical effects similar to those of 
naturally growing forms’ (Rogers 1979:9). This would not be possible to achieve if the pieces 
were made on the wheel. 
     
Figure 8. Mary Rogers. Organic pod form made in porcelain and glazed. Date unknown.  
http://www.mintmuseum.org/chasanoff/artists/index.htm#rogers  Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 
September 2010. 
Figure 9. Mary Rogers. Porcelain bowl 1975-79. Part of the Metropolitan Museum of Art Collection. 
This bowl is made using a mould. Date unknown. http://www.metmuseum.org/collections/search-the-
collections?&what=Ceramics&deptids=21&who=Mary+Rogers&pg=1 Accessed by Fahmeeda  Omar 
June, 2012. 
Figure 10. Mary Rogers. Flattened oval shape yellow/buff body. Decorated with pattern of 
grey/brown ovals under a white crackle glaze which turns blue/green on ovals. Date unknown. 
http://www.ceramics-aberystwyth.com/mary-rogers-c1269.html Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, June 
2012. 
Figure 11. Mary Rogers. Detail of folds on porcelain bowl. Date unknown. 
http://janestreetclayworks.com/2011/03/25/draped-and-folded-porcelain Accessed by Fahmeeda 
Omar, June 2012. 
In the early 1970s, Rogers began making small porcelain bowls shaped like leaves, flowers, 
twigs, pods and other natural forms (similar to those in figures 8-10 above). She began 
working with porcelain in order to explore delicacy and movement in her work (Rogers 
1979:9). Porcelain is fragile at all stages of production and this particular quality of the 
material presents creative challenges to which many ceramists continue to respond; delicacy, 
fragility and thinness of form. As discussed here, these particular qualities manifest in my 
own ceramics as well as the porcelain works of Marcuson (and her examples in the Tatham 
Art Gallery Collection (which I admire and form a source of inspiration in my ceramics). 
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As a practicing ceramist I work mainly with porcelain and handbuild my forms using very 
thin coils; hence my pieces are extremely fragile even before being fired in a kiln. When 
compared to a match stick (as seen in figure 12 below) the match stick is at least twice the 
size of my coils. These coils are individually rolled out by hand and then joined together to 
form one piece (see figure 13 below). Depending on the scale of each piece being 
constructed, it could take anything from a few hours to a whole day to complete one piece. 
With such minute coils drying happens very fast and I find that the handbuilt piece must be 
completed quickly before the form dries out completely causing it to be very fragile and 
difficult to handle. 
 
              
Figure 12. Fahmeeda Omar. A comparison of hand rolled coil to match-stick. Photographed by 
Fahmeeda Omar, 2011. 
Figure 13. Fahmeeda Omar. Black and white porcelain vessel, 2011, porcelain, H:11.8 cm. 
Photographed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2011. 
 
Forms in nature are recurrent sources of inspiration in handbuilding, as Rogers’s notes 
(Rogers 1979:9). She advises that by slowly building, refining and decorating the form one 
can find ‘a sense of peace and enjoyment’ (Rogers 1979:9). The purity and translucency of 
porcelain helps her capture the organic qualities of her forms (often vessel-forms) which have 
the intricate textural details of shells and pods (as seen in figures 8 and 10 on page 17). She 
also used an inlay technique which allows her to use more than one colour; this is more 
evident in figure 9 on page 17. All her porcelain pieces are high fired to 1300ºC and are all 
fired in an electric kiln (Rogers 1979:9). Although Rogers retired from making ceramics in 
the 1990s, her works are in many international collections such as the Victoria and Albert 




Marcuson was very aware of Roger’s international prominence as a leading British ceramist, 
particularly in her porcelain works that pointed to nature and organic forms as a sculptural 
theme; this provided a refreshing alternative for Marcuson in her own ceramic productions, in 
the face of Leach’s dominance in studio pottery. 
For Marcuson, another international ceramist whose work related more to organic forms of 




Figure 14. Ruth Duckworth in her studio.  http://catherinewhite.com/rough-ideas/2009/10/ruth-
duckworth-sculptor-and-mu.html. Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2012. 
 
Ruth Duckworth was a sculptor who specialised in ceramics (see figure 14 above). She was 
born in Hamburg, Germany and in 1936 she trained at the Liverpool College of Art until 
1940 where she studied drawing, painting and sculpture. In 1955 she studied at the 
Hammersmith School of Art but later that year transferred to the Central School of Art and 
Crafts in London where she studied from 1956 to 1958 and subsequently taught there from 
1959 to 1964. During her stay at the Central School of Art she produced abstract works 
incorporating material such as pebbles and rocks.  She moved to the United States in 1964 to 
teach at the University of Chicago. There she produced her mural series Earth, Water and Sky 
(1967-68) which was commissioned by the University for its Geophysical Sciences Building 
and included topographical designs based on satellite photographs with porcelain clouds 
overhead. In 1977 she stopped making utilitarian pieces and shifted her focus to large 




    
Figure 15. Examples of Ruth Duckworth’s bottle shaped forms. 
http://www.bellasartesgallery.com/exhibitions.html. Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2012. 
Figure 16. Ruth Duckworth’s wall piece.  http://www.craftscouncil.org.uk/crafts-
magazine/news/view/2009/ruth-duckworth-at-ruthin?from=/crafts-magazine/news/list/2009/6. 
Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2012. 
 
As mentioned earlier, this bottle shape (figure 15 above) is very common amongst Rie, 
Duckworth and Marcuson. Duckworth used plain clean colours (as seen in figures 15; 16  
above and 14 on page 19) in comparison to Marcuson’s’ works, with her bright yellow (seen 
in figure 33 on page 43) and I believe that it was more the forms that were of interest to 
Marcuson rather than her glazes. Marcuson would have started with simple glazes (like her 
dolomite glaze) and then later, as she gained confidence through experimentation, she moved 
on to more complex glazes such as the glazes used on her transmutation bowl in the Tatham 
Art Gallery’s Permanent Collection (figure 64 on page 75).  
The point I wish to emphasise here is that Duckworth’s main concern was for sculptural 
form, rather than pottery. Even though Marcuson did not produce much sculpture (other than 
a few studies at the start of her career in ceramics), Duckworth’s and Roger’s ceramics 
demonstrated to her that their interests in organic forms and surfaces could be valuable 








Studio Pottery emerged in South Africa in the early twentieth century as a result of the 
increase in travel abroad by local ceramists/potters. Being a Studio Potter meant focusing on 
the ‘tradition’ of handmade pottery, namely the process of producing wares starting with the 
making of the clay through to the final firing. The artist had complete control over every 
aspect of the work thus amplifying the uniqueness and handmade aspects of the object. 
Most studio based artists in South Africa started working with earthenware, as many potters 
found earthenware easier to handle as opposed to working with porcelain the techniques of 
which had not yet been mastered in South Africa before the 1950s. Some noted South African 
artists who were able to travel included Joan Methley, Gladys Short, the late Hilda Ditchburn, 
Esias Bosch, Hyme Rabinowitz, Andrew Walford and the late Tim Morris. These artists were 
financially able to travel and study overseas at tertiary education institutions and private 
studios where potters held workshops to disseminate their techniques for this medium. They 
returned to South Africa with the technical skill and knowledge to start teaching or making 
their own work (Clark and Wagner 1974:9; Gers 1998:6-8; Vurovecz 2008:36-38).  
However, it was only after World War I that the studio ceramics industry in South Africa 
grew and this was mainly in the region of Olifantsfontein (pers comm Armstrong June 2010; 
Hillebrand 1991:4-6; Vurovecz 2008:24). In 1918, at the Durban School of Art, ceramics was 
introduced as an educational subject; this was through the expertise of John Adams and his 
wife Truda. It was here that Adams built and fired the first earthenware kiln which was used 
by numerous artists over the years. He returned to England in 1921 where he and Truda 
worked and stayed until his retirement in 1950, but his reputation for design, functionality 
and enthusiasm for ceramics lived on to this day (pers comm Armstrong, 2011). 
Hilda Lutando Ditchburn (née Rose) (1917-1986) was a student at the Durban Art School in 
the 1936. In 1937 the Fine Arts Department moved from Durban to the Natal University 
College (N.U.C) in Pietermaritzburg, along with the ceramics department. Rose studied under 
Professor John Oxley until 1938 when she obtained her Bachelor of Arts (S.A.) Fine Art 
Major from Natal University College Pietermaritzburg, with 3 Bachelor of Arts in Fine Art 
and courses in Modelling and Pottery (Vurovecz 2008:25-27). She was later put in charge of 
the ceramic section of the Fine Art Department at the University of Natal (1941-1981) and in 
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1947 applied to study ceramics in England through the University of Natal, having taught 
ceramics and modelling at the University for six years. She was accepted at the Central 
School of Art in the ceramic section which was under the renowned ceramist Dora Billington. 
As has been discussed, Billington was particularly interested in teaching the hand-made 
aspects of ceramics as opposed to the industrial wares that were commonly made in other 
British Art schools at that time (Buckley 1990:141). Rose completed her course in 1949 but, 
before returning to South Africa, she travelled extensively through England and Europe, 
visiting art exhibitions and galleries, as well as some potteries. This exposure to ceramic 
studios aided her understanding and practical reference of stoneware ceramics as well as 
studio pottery and the functioning thereof (Vurovecz 2008:6). When she returned to South 
Africa in 1950/51 she introduced glaze chemistry into the pottery course at the University of 
Natal. Her desire to introduce stoneware to the course came later with the introduction of her 
oil-fired kiln. Rose married Leonard Ditchburn between 1964 and 1966 (the exact date is 
unknown) and thus changed her name to Ditchburn (Vurovecz 2008:6). Ditchburn was 
fortunate to be able to attend the first International Craft Conference of Potters and Weavers 
in 1952 at Dartington Hall, where she was introduced to Leach through Muriel Rose, the 
Officer for Crafts at the British Council (Leach 1967:13; pers comm Armstrong, 2010). At 
this meeting Ditchburn spoke to Leach about her desire to build an oil fired kiln in South 
Africa and he referred her to the British firm B. and S. Massey with regards to a fan for the 
oil-burner of the stoneware kiln she wanted to build in Pietermaritzburg (this development is 
expanded in Vurovecz 2008).  
As I have established through my research, it is uncertain whether Marcuson and Ditchburn 
ever met, or discussed their ceramics directly, however I assert that Ditchburn was also 
working with porcelain in 1970 in Pietermaritzburg (pers comm Armstrong, 2009). Ditchburn 
built the oil kiln at the University of Natal in the ceramics department (which is now the clay-
making room) and made local ceramic history in firing her kiln for the first time to stoneware 
temperature in 1955. The advantage of stoneware is that it is stronger than earthenware as it 
is fired to a much higher temperature (1200ºC) causing the clay to vitrify enabling it to hold 
liquids without leaking. Ditchburn had been inspired to develop these technical means, firstly 
in her training at Central School of Art and Design with Billington, but following this in the 
modernist aesthetics of stoneware and reduction-firings she had observed in her visits to 
ceramic studios such as Leach’s and Cardew’s in England after her participation in the 
Dartington Hall conference. However the technology for producing stoneware was not 
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available in South Africa, as earthenware was the dominant medium of studio potters 
(Vurovecz 2008:24-25). The need for ceramics was for functional and decorative wares in 
South Africa. Consequently local studios, like the work made at Olifantsfontein, produced 
wares that were earthenware fired and cost effective and were easily sold on the South 
African market (Gers 1998:6). 
However as I have stated, the local ceramists who were financially able to travel overseas had 
a profound influence on studio ceramics in Southern Africa by bringing back with them the 
technical expertise of the making and firing of high fired ceramics and porcelain. Leach’s 
‘oriental’ style ware was not fashionable or popular in South Africa as it was in Britain; I 
contend that the popularity of this style in South Africa took another thirty years to take 
effect.  
In the 1960s, individual, emerging studio potters in South Africa like Bosch, Morris, Walford 
and Rabinowitz were greatly opposed to industrial mass-produced wares. They followed the 
British studio ceramists’ belief in the importance of the individual potter like Staite-Murray.  
It is necessary at this point to outline the evolution of studio ceramics in Johannesburg (or the 
Transvaal) in the late 1960s. Studio ceramics in South Africa had gathered momentum and it 
had become an important aspect for making a living through selling hand-made work made in 
the studio, to a pleasurable pastime for hobbyists and ceramic enthusiasts. By the late 1960s 
high fired electric kilns were imported into South Africa from manufacturers in the United 
Kingdom or people built their own kilns to suit their firing needs and purposes. Many potters 
imported their glaze materials as raw materials or made up glazes; John Adams probably 
ordered his glazes from the supplier Wengers as in 1918 it would have been difficult to obtain 
the properly milled raw materials for use on a small scale, also the women at Olifantsfontein 
ordered their made up glazes from Wengers in England as early as 1926 (pers comm 
Armstrong, 2011; Hillebrand 1991:4). 
Up until the early 60s South African Studio Potters and the industries imported their glazes 
and ceramic materials. In 1968 José and Harold Fowell, owners of the Potters Suppliers & 
Mail Order and friends of the late John Edwards (Marcuson’s teacher at the Johannesburg 
College of Art which later became the Johannesburg Technikon, then University of 
Witwatersrand and now is known as University of Johannesburg), emigrated to South Africa 
(Tasker 1992:14-15). Here Harold set up Blythe Colours to start manufacturing glazes for the 
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South African studio ceramic and industrial market (Tasker 1992:14-15; Guassardo 1987:23). 
As Edwards and his wife Valmai (1934-2011) had been living in South Africa for eighteen 
year (since 1950), he assisted the Fowells by suggesting that they set up a small shop in 
Orange Grove called the Potters Shop, in  Johannesburg, to supply the growing need for 
potters’ materials and tools. The enterprise was a success, and they were supported by the 
growing local ceramic enthusiasts, including the likes of Esias Bosch (1923-2010) and Tim 
Morris (1941-1990). Whilst José ran the business, Harold built kilns and manufactured the 
glazes for both the Studio Potters and the industry (Tasker 1992:14-15; Guassardo 1987:23). 
John and Valmai Edwards were important figures in the pioneering of studio ceramics in 
South Africa. Edwards trained in England at Stoke-on-Trent Technical College, then 
relocating to South Africa where he taught at the Johannesburg College of Art and was of 
great help to Marcuson during her studies (Clark and Wagner 1974:108; pers comm Hoets, 
2011; pers comm Marcuson, 2008). Digby Hoets (pers comm) claimed that John met Valmai 
at the Johannesburg College of Art where she was a student at this time. Valmai also received 
her formal training and had a keen sense of design. She was not responsible for the wheel 
work, which John taught, but she taught, made and fired her hand-made items. John taught 
mainly wheel work and Val, who was more artistically inclined, taught hand-building 
techniques. John’s interest was in the mechanical side of ceramics and was therefore involved 
in building kilns and wheels and experimentation with glazes. According to Hoots, it was 
Edwards who discovered a high firing material (Vereeninging Refractories fireclay) which 
was used in the kiln-brick allowing potters to reach temperatures of 1200ºC and above. John 
initially worked on his own and then he worked with Bob Fox to build kilns and with Libra 
Verga to build wheels. When he and Val moved to Natal, Bob took over the kiln business and 
Libra the wheel business and Digby took over the studio practice and teaching students (pers 
comm Hoets, 2011). Edwards played a crucial part in the development of studio ceramics 
through his enthusiasm, knowledge and assistance. John was not really known for exhibiting 
his own work as much as teaching others to throw and assisting them with wheel and kiln 
making. In 1969 the Edwards and the Fowells opened a shop in Louis Botha Avenue, called 
the Potters Shop, where the studio potters could find everything they needed under one roof. 
The Potters Shop was sold in 1971 and José and Harold Fowells started the ‘Potters Supplies 
& Mail Order’ (pers comm Hoets, 2011; Tasker 1009:14-15; Guassardo, 1987:23). It is 
important to note these historical details since they provide an understanding of the technical 
means by which stoneware materials and supplies became available in commercial outlets on 
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the Reef and which paved the way for Marcuson’s own ceramic productions; in a receptive 
context for the development of stoneware and porcelain in South Africa. 
Studio	potters	and	stoneware	in	South	Africa	
As stated in chapter one Bernard Leach, William Staite-Murray and Michael Cardew had a 
profound influence on some of South Africa’s leading Studio Potters. The knowledge and 
enthusiasm for making high fired stoneware came to South Africa via potters such as Bosch, 
Rabinowitz and Morris. It was Morris who helped Marcuson make the transition from 
earthenware to stoneware. Later she found that she was making her stoneware pieces too thin 
and consequently the forms lost their stoneware quality. She therefore decided to work with 
porcelain. It is interesting to note that Gillian Bickell was also making porcelain but had 
started in 1978 at Fourways in Mulder’s Drift (pers comm Juliet Armstrong with David 
Walters, 2012). It is necessary here to point out that in the 1960s there were potters who were 
in the know on how to manage and fire a stoneware kiln, but it must be understood that it was 
difficult for the amateur potter using stoneware to access professional advice and technical 
assistance with the difficulties involved in the setting up of a successful ceramic studio. The 
people who did know what they were doing and how to remedy high fired technical problems 
were only a privileged few and included people like Esias Bosch, Hilda Ditchburn, Hyme 
Rabinowitz, Bryan Hayden (taught by Hilda Ditchburn), Marietjie van der Merwe and Tim 
Morris. For the purpose of this dissertation I will focus my attention on the artist potters who 
had the most direct influence on Marcuson’s work. These artist works can also be found in 










Esias Bosch, was controversially considered by some (Bosch and De Waal 1988:12) as the 
father of South African studio ceramics, but in my readings of Cruise on Breaking the mould, 
Women Ceramists in KwaZulu Natal and maybe South Africa, such as Hilda Ditchburn who 
was a pioneer in her own right but in a very male dominated society have not been recognised 
(pers comm Armstrong, 2011). Although by reputation, Bosch did develop a ceramic 
tradition that influenced a great number of potters around the country. His charisma and 
enthusiasm backed by his association with Michael Cardew and Raymond Finch, gave Bosch 
a credibility and influence that was highly influential in South African studio ceramics and 
his pots were eagerly sought-after. 
Bosch enrolled at the University of Witwatersrand to become a dentist but found that his 
interest was more art related and so after a week quit the course and registered for a 
Bachelors of Art in Fine Art. The course was newly established and was mostly theoretical; 
he stayed for a year and then moved to Johannesburg Art School where he acquired his 
teachers’ diploma.  It was at the Johannesburg Art School that Bosch met Valerie Verster, his 
future wife (Bosch and De Waal 1988:16-17). After graduating in 1946, Bosch left 
Johannesburg to teach in Kimberley at Diskobolos School (a school for handicapped 
children). Valerie stayed in Johannesburg where she saw an advertisement in the newspaper 
for the Robert Storm Ceramics Bursary which enabled the recipient to study for three years 
overseas at the Central School of Art and Design in London. Bosch applied for the bursary 
and won a scholarship to study ceramics at the Central School of Art in London under Dora 
Billington, at that time (the end of 1949), head of its ceramics department, (Bosch and De 
Waal 1988:15-16) (this was after the then Hilda had completed her studies at the Central 
School of Art (pers comm Armstrong, 2012). 
Soon after enrolling, Bosch realised that he did not want a diploma but rather wanted more 
practical experience and so Billington introduced him to a former student of hers, Raymond 
Finch who worked at Winchcombe Pottery where he produced earthenware and later 
stoneware utilitarian wares. Finch joined Winchcombe Pottery in 1936 after having trained as 
Cardew’s first apprentice until 1939. Bosch joined Finch between 1950 and 1951. After a 
year, Bosch moved to Wenford Bridge Pottery in Cornwall in 1952, where he worked for 
Michael Cardew (Bosch and De Waal 1988:15-21). Although he experimented with 
stoneware at Winchcombe it was from Cardew that he learned the basic technique of 
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stoneware and wood-fired kilns. Through Cardew, Bosch met Bernard Leach and Shoji 
Hamada and was inspired by Leach’s technique and philosophies, but it was Cardew who had 
the greatest influence on him (Bosch and De Waal 1988:15-21; Clark and Wagner 1974:14-
15; Vurovecz 2008:37). 
Bosch returned to South Africa in 1952 with the desire to start his own pottery studio. 
However, a partial requirement of the bursary was to spend two years teaching in Durban. He 
taught at the at the Durban Art School until 1955 before moving to Pretoria; Bosch 
commented on the difficulties in finding a market in Durban for his individual slipware 
pieces which he had based on the Leach and Cardew tradition.  
Nobody wanted my pots in Durban. Handmade pots were foreign to them. They said 
they imported their pottery from England. They really looked down on local hand-
made ceramics - except for the ‘African’ pots decorated with bushmen, of course! 
(Bosch and De Waal 1988:22).    
However the women at Olifantsfontein had an earthenware market that sold wares in Durban, 
Port Elizabeth, Johannesburg and Cape Town and they could make a living from their work. 
It was shop owner and entrepreneur Helen de Leeuw, herself a potter, who had a commercial 
outlet in Hyde Park, Sandton, Johannesburg during the 1960s and offered Bosch an 
opportunity to sell his work together with several other potters at her Craftsman’s Market. 
This was one of the first outlets in South Africa to sell so-called ‘craft work’ (Leeb du Toit 
year unknown). In 1961 he sold his first stoneware pots at De Leeuw’s (Bosch and De Waal 
1988:22-24).  
Bosch’s wood firing kiln was intended to be used for his own work and not specifically for 
teaching (Bosch and De Waal 1988:33-35; Clark and Wagner 1974:17; Vurovecz 2008:38). 
After Bosch visited Cardew in Nigeria, his work was given further status and credibility as it 
won a silver medal in 1963 at the ninth International Exhibition of Ceramic Art in 
Washington DC, sparking his international career (Nilant 1963:55-56). 
In 1975 Bosch changed from stoneware to porcelain. He referred to the medium of porcelain 
as ‘the ultimate challenge to the potters [thus] skill and artistry’ (Bosch and De Waal 
1988:36). His porcelain pieces were bold with fine uncluttered lines. The piece below (figure 
18 on page 28), which is part of the Corobrik Collection, was thrown on the wheel, bisque 




Figure 17. Esias Bosch. Porcelain bowl thrown on the wheel. Glazed and then high fired.                  
H:120mm; W:330mm. Collection: Corobrik Collection.                                                                                                     
http://ceramicssa.org/Corobrik.html. Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, September 2010. 
Figure 18 and Figure 19. The above pictures are all Esias Bosch’s work. Collection: the Pelmama 
Permanent Art Collection. www.pelmama.org/BOSCH.htm.  Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2010. 
 
Though this summary may appear to be aside from the point, it is important to see 
Marcuson’s entry into local ceramics in the context of Bosch’s own pioneering achievements, 
not only as one of the first professional stoneware potters of South African studios, but also 
because of his strong affiliations through Cardew and Finch to a mainstream of modernist 
developments in British ceramics – which were largely dominated by Bernard Leach. I think 
it is important to note that Marcuson’s ceramics did not depend on the ‘Leach tradition’ – 
with which Bosch’s work is often connected (Cruise 1991:178). 
Marcuson had a good eye for collecting, as seen in Bosch’s respect for her, and claims in a 
farewell tribute (Bosch 1988:18-19) ‘I have seen Thelma judge other potters’ exhibition 
entries, and what impressed me greatly was her sense of fairness - she would never say an 
unpleasant word about another’s creativity. She is an excellent critic, however with a sharp 
and selective perception.’  
Hyme	Rabinowitz	(1920‐2009)	
Rabinowitz may be considered more an adherent of the so-called ‘Anglo-Oriental tradition’ 
(Cruise 1991:46) than Bosch, as mentioned in the section above.  
Rabinowitz was a close friend of Marcuson’s (and was of the same generation). He was born 
in 1920 in Concordia Namaqualand and was educated mainly in Cape Town, having initially 
trained as a chartered accountant, but left this profession to pursue a career in pottery in the 
late 50s early 60s. In 1956 Rabinowitz spent six months training under Kenneth Quick at the 
Tregenna Hill Pottery in England where Quick was making mainly earthenware (and some 
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oxidised stoneware). After six months Rabinowitz returned to South Africa and in 1961 he 
worked with Bosch at White River making reduced stoneware in a wood firing kiln (Clark 
and Wagner 1974:133). In 1962 he set up his own permanent pottery studio at Eagles Nest in 
Constantia Cape Town where he originally fired a wood-fired kiln for many years before 
changing to an oil-fired kiln (see figures 20-23 on page 29 for examples of Rabinowitz 
stoneware pieces) (www.arttimes.co.za/news_read.php?news_id=609).  
Here Rabinowitz was able to make his own stoneware clay, from the clay deposit situated at 
Eagles Nest, and his own glazes from local materials. He produced mainly functional pieces 
and was ‘a firm believer in the need for repetitive throwing (as seen below) as a basis for 
creative work’ (Clark and Wagner 1974:133). A visit to the United Kingdom during 1966 and 
1967 gave him the opportunity to work with Michael Cardew at Wenford Bridge. In 1979 he 
won an award in the APSA National Ceramic Exhibition (Zaalberg 1985:63). Even though he 
started pottery at a late stage in his life, according to Leach, ‘Hyme’s dedication to the craft 
resulted in his being awarded a National Silver Medal by Pretoria University in 1990, a 
Master of Fine Arts Honorary degree from the University of Cape Town and the ‘Master 
Potter’ title by the Association of Potters of South Africa (APSA) on his 80th birthday 
(www.arttimes.co.za/news_read.php?news_id=609). 
       
Figure 20. Hyme Rabinowitz. Reduced stoneware bowl which is found in the Corobrik collection 
http://www.ceramicssa.org/046_Hyme_Rabinowitz.jpg. Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, June 2012. 
Figure 21. Hyme Rabinowitz. Stoneware vase. http://www.capegallery.co.za/hyme_rabinowitz1.htm . 
Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, June 2012. 
Figure 22. Hyme Rabinowitz. Stoneware cylinder. Part of the Cape Gallery Collection 
http://www.capegallery.co.za/hyme_rabinowitz1.htm. Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, June 2012. 
Figure 23. Hyme Rabinowitz. Stoneware pot with lid 




Marcuson had a great deal of respect for Rabinowitz and Bosch (and they respected her too, 
as Rabinowitz commented below). As pioneers of stoneware in South Africa, they inspired 
and assisted Marcuson in her studio developments, earthenware, stoneware and then 
porcelain. They were willing to help her with problems and admired her glazing capability. It 
is evident that her opinion as an artist and as a judge was respected; as Rabinowitz wrote 
concerning the comments Marcuson made on his work, ‘I sat up and took note when Thelma 
judged my work, which she said bluntly, ‘Hyme, you’ve got to stop putting those silly 
geometric patterns on your vases’ (Rabinowitz 1988:19). 
Tim	Morris	(1941‐1990)	
Tim Morris was another pioneer in the ‘first generation’ of South African stoneware potters, 
as was Rabinowitz and Bosch. That he lived on the Reef made his work and ideas closely 
accessible to Marcuson. 
Morris was born in England and moved to South Africa in 1965 he initially attended Lancing 
College in Sussex but graduated from St Martins School of Art in London with a national 
diploma in design, majoring in painting. Following this, he qualified for a teacher’s training 
diploma at London University. After graduating he attended the Central School of Art where 
he gained the skill and understanding to produce high fired stoneware and was fortunate to 
study pottery under Ruth Duckworth (with whom he worked with for a short time). Morris 
was initially drawn to the contemporary British art and design style of the 1960s, which was 
influenced by Pop Art, but changed his genre to high-fired porcelain and stoneware utilitarian 
ware (see figures 24-27 on page 31) which became popular in South Africa through the 
efforts of potters like Bosch and Rabinowitz (Clark and Wagner 1974:121-125; Sellschop 
2008:8-9).   
Morris’ ceramics were mostly decorated with brushwork motifs in a style influenced by 
oriental pottery. The motifs were based on plant forms, stylised butterflies and birds and 
occasionally included abstract brushwork. He was also interested in ancient Middle-Eastern 
pottery (which is characterised by unglazed surfaces and banded motifs), having come into 
contact with examples whilst spending time at an archaeological dig in Israel (Sellschop 
2008:8-9). 
Morris used three glazes in combination and often allowed a portion of the piece to remain 
unglazed to show the texture of the clay. All of his work was fired in a large oil burning kiln 
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that he built in his studio and fired every three weeks to maintain his volume of production 
(Sellschop 2008:8-9).  
Helen de Leeuw was the first to exhibit his work in the late 60s and early 70s, thereafter his 
work appeared in the Goodman Gallery and Everard Reed Gallery in Johannesburg. Overall 
he exhibited his work over sixty times, including eighteen exhibitions at the Goodman 
Gallery itself. This associated him closely with Bosch, Rabinowitz and Marcuson (pers comm 
Marcuson, 2008). Coupled with his technically sound utilitarian wares and a supportive 
public that was keen to acquire stoneware ceramics, these helped to establish him as a 
contemporary artist and crafter. As an artist, he experimented with ceramic form, making 
large unglazed sculptural pieces, the surfaces of which he treated with oxides (Sellschop 
2008:8-9).  
Morris’ works are in the Tatham Art Gallery, the William Humphreys Art Gallery and in the 
Pelmama Permanent Art Collection (Clark and Wagner 1974:121-125; Sellschop 2008:8-9). 
                    
From left to right 
Figure 24. Tim Morris. Plate. Porcelain. Year unknown. Pelmama Permanent Art Collection. 
www.pelmama.org. Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2010.                  
Figure 25. Tim Morris.  Flask (1972). Stoneware. Plate. Porcelain. Year unknown. Pelmama 
Permanent Art Collection. www.pelmama.org. Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2010.                        
Figure 26. Tim Morris. Lidded Bowl. Stoneware. Plate. Porcelain. Year unknown. Pelmama 
Permanent Art Collection. www.pelmama.org. Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2010.                         
Figure 27. Tim Morris.  Vase. Stoneware. Year unknown. Plate. Porcelain. Year unknown. Pelmama 
Permanent Art Collection. www.pelmama.org. Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2010.                         
               
In the context of Marcuson’s associations and professional interactions with these important 
ceramists, South Africa’s first stoneware potters, her own contributions are perhaps more 
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significant than has been recorded to the present. The next section aims to summarise her 
valuable contributions to the founding and development of APSA, as South Africa’s first 
(semi) professional ceramics association – that was intended to provide a local equivalent of 
the long-established crafts associations in England and USA. 
The	Association	of	Potters	of	South	Africa	(APSA)	
On the first Saturday of every month local potters would gather at Edwards and Fowells’ 
shop (Tasker 1992:14; Guassardo 1987:23) shop bringing their pots which were either to 
show off or to ask the experts why the various flaws had occurred and for a general 
discussion with a panel of so called ‘experts’.  Technically there were only a few people in 
the Johannesburg area (or South Africa for that matter) who were able to enter into a forum 
of how and why work had succeeded (or blown up!) An informal panel of ideas and expertise 
gathered and then decided on a regular meeting; the panel consisted of Josie Fowell, Harold 
Fowell, Valmai Edwards; John Edwards, Sammy Lieberman and John Raine (an associate 
from Blythe ceramics industry) who were willing and able to answer queries and solve clay 
and glaze problems for the emerging studio potters who had very little local reference 
material about studio supplies in South Africa and desperately needed to get the information.  
This gave rise to the idea of the Potters Association (APSA). APSA was conceived in 1972 
supported by other potters including Tim Morris, Hyme Rabinowitz, David Walters, Gill 
Anderson and Thelma Marcuson (Guassardo 1987:23; Tasker 1992:14; De Klerk 2001:11; 
pers comm Digby Hoets 2011). 
 
Before 1972 potters and ceramists had no forum, so when APSA was formed workshops 
were held to help educate the South African potters and ceramists about what was happening 
overseas. The Society aimed to inform potters of upcoming local and international 
exhibitions and worked towards getting South African artists recognised for their talent. The 
association held exhibitions (such as MUD at Hilton College, near Pietermaritzburg in which 
many CVA ceramists were awarded prizes) and began to hold regular regional and national 
exhibitions. Initially, in 1977, Oude Libertas was the sponsor of the APSA National and 
Regional Exhibition and they would purchase the winning pieces. In 1982 Corobrik assumed 
the sponsorship of APSA the also took over the responsibility for the Collection and 
continued to purchase the winning pieces of the national and regional exhibitions until 1992.  
During this time the Collection was housed, first at the CVA in Pietermaritzburg, before its 
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move in 1996 to the Sandton Civic Art Gallery where it stayed until 2001. During this time a 
trust fund was created between Corobrik and APSA to preserve the Collection but also to aid 
in the purchase of new artworks for the Collection. The Collection is now housed in the 
Pretoria Art Museum (Guassardo 2002:4).  
 
In 2004, at the annual general meeting of affiliates, it was agreed that the Association’s name 
be changed to Ceramics Southern Africa and by November that year APSA had officially 
become Ceramics SA. This body is the official representative body of potters in Southern 
Africa. The objective of the association is to promote ceramics in Southern Africa by 
improving the work being produced and to foster an interest in ceramics by the general 
public. This is done by presenting workshops and organizing exhibitions regionally and 
nationally. The purpose of Ceramics SA is to maintain a representative forum for the 
encouragement and fostering of the art and craft of ceramics in Southern Africa (pers comm 























To better understand Marcuson’s ceramics in this context I will portray her work through a 
time line. A preliminary survey indicates that there is very little published information on 
Marcuson’s ceramics, although there is some source material in the media, including the 
South African magazines ‘Sgraffiti’, Artlook and Ceramix. 
Thelma Marcuson was born Thelma Sidersky in Johannesburg on the 13th July 1919. She was 
the youngest of four children. She had an older sister Millie and two older brothers Max and 
Lionel (see figure 28 below). Her family had fled Germany after World War I and moved to 
South Africa to settle in Johannesburg. Her father Adolf Sidersky practiced as a jeweller and 
was one of only a few professional manufacturing jewellers in Johannesburg at that time, 
with his own factory. It was from an early age that Thelma had a respect for people who 
worked with their hands and for the works that they created (pers comm Marcuson, 2008; see 
appendix 4; Katz 1974:30). 
 
Figure 28. The Sidersky Children. Thelma sitting on her sister Millie’s lap with her brothers; Max & 
Lionel, photographer unknown, date unknown. 
http://www.respectance.com/ThelmaMarcuson/photos/. Accessed by Fahmeeda Omar, 2010 
 
Thelma attended Barnato Park Girls High in Johannesburg but did not finish her studies, as 
there was not much emphasis on women finishing their schooling in the 1930s and 40s. She 
helped her father at the factory by working in the office. At the age of twenty two, in 1941, 
she married a managing director of a textile industry, Neil Marcuson (1913-2001) and had 
three sons Alan, Tim, and Bobby (figures 29-30 on page 35). Neil was the managing director 
of his family business A.H. Marcuson & Co. (Pty) Ltd. This company was started in 1908 by 
Neil’s father. After his father’s death in 1925, Niel’s mother took over the business and was 
joined by Neil in 1932. He rapidly took control of the business, transformed it and was 
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Managing Director and Chairman until he sold it in 1983. Thelma and Neil immigrated to 
England in 1988 (pers comm Bobby Marcuson 2012).  
          
Figure 29. Neil and Thelma just married, Family archives, 1941, Photographer unknown.  
Figure 30. The Marcuson family: Alan; Thelma; Neil; Bobby and Tim. Family archives. 1961, 
photographer unknown. http://www.respectance.com/ThelmaMarcuson/photos/ 
Thelma’s ceramic career started late in life. She was already in her 40s. During the 1960s it 
was commonly assumed that women did not work and that masters of the ceramic craft were 
men but for a few exceptions. Women who worked from home who did not dig their own 
clay and fired their works with natural burning fuels, such as wood, were scorned and 
labelled as garage potters in South Africa and kitchen potters in the United Kingdom. 
Although England did offer women studio potters some opportunities for those who were 
brave enough to take up the challenge it was not the same in South Africa (Arnold and 
Schmahmann 2005:142).  
Marcuson had no intention of conforming to this restriction of women. She was a mother and 
homemaker who wanted an outlet in the creative field in which she could work towards a 
level of perfection and self-expression. Few women in South Africa were studio potters in 
their own right, or liberated enough to pursue the technicalities associated with the physical 
work and dirt associated with pottery. On the other hand, there were a few trained artists and 
although this is not a comprehensive list of all the female potters I have been able to trace, 
among the best known would be:  
-The potters of Olifantsfontein (1925-1961) most of whom trained at the Durban Art School 
-Hilda Rose (later Ditchburn at the University of Natal) Trained at Durban Art School 
-Marietjie van der Merwe and the Baxter sisters from Pietermaritzburg 
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It was only once her children were adults that Marcuson enrolled at Johannesburg Art School 
as an extra mural student and started off her studies in sculpture (Katz 1974:30). Marcuson’s 
ceramic career started out as a hobby and her intense interest in the medium occurred in the 
early 1960s after trying her hand in many different fields ranging from working as a short 
hand typist to being an estate agent. It was after she met and studied under John Edwards at 
the Johannesburg Art School, whom she insisted could teach an ‘orang-utan to throw’! that 
she took a deeper interest in pottery and registered for a two year part time ceramics course 
(pers comm Marcuson, 2008; see appendix 4).   
As mentioned earlier, she was already in her 40s and although she had little formal artistic 
training, it was with Edward’s encouragement and enthusiasm that allowed her to venture 
beyond the constraints of the average hobby potter to pursue something that she could 
develop and call her own. She was a keen and enthusiastic learner. Edwards taught her the 
basis of everything that she knew from throwing, handling of clay, glazing and firing 
techniques (pers comm Marcuson, 2008; see appendixes 2; 3; 4 and 8).  
In 1963 Marcuson set up a neat, comfortably equipped studio in two rooms of her garden 
cottage at their Dunkeld home in Johannesburg (similar in style to figures 44-45 on page 58). 
One room housed two medium sized electric kilns, which she initially fired to earthenware 
and later to stoneware and porcelain, and used the other room as her studio (pers comm 
Marcuson, 2008; Clark and Wagner 1974:108). She enjoyed the intimate atmosphere of her 
home, due to the tranquillity and control of her personal space, in which she could work. This 
environment was both comfortable and made her feel at ease, which is reflected in the 
composure of her work, especially her fine translucent porcelain pieces (Katz 1974:30; 
Mayer 1988:16). 
During this time Marcuson visited local artists and friends such as Tim Morris, Hyme 
Rabinowitz and Esias Bosch. She was also fortunate to travel overseas with her husband Neil 
on his business trips and was able to visit international potters to look at their work and to 
better understand their working methods. These encounters added meaning and value to her 
own work once she started her studio. The rest she leant through trial and error. Marcuson 
also subscribed to international magazines such as Ceramic Review as well as local 
magazines such as Sgraffiti (which was published by APSA) for inspiration and glaze 
recipes. This would have enabled her to remain abreast with current trends and ceramic 
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works made by both local and international potters especially those living in the United 
Kingdom (pers comm Marcuson, 2008).  
As stated, Marcuson had the means to travel overseas, these travels also played a major role 
in establishing her sense of design and exposed her to the different styles of artists that she 
was fortunate to meet. According the Peter Jeff, she had at least three Hans Copers in her 
collection. Coper was a teacher at the prestigious Camberwell College of Art in London from 
1960 to 1969 (pers comm Armstrong with Peter Jeff 2012). This on its own would have 
caused a stir in the ceramic world around Johannesburg as Coper was enjoying status in the 
British art world by 1955 as an independent with non-oriental style sculptural forms (Rose 
1955:24). It has been established that Marcuson met Lucie Rie and Hans Coper on one of her 
many trips overseas. This meant a lot to her for Rie was one of the inspirational people who 
influenced her work. It has been established that she had at least four Hans Coper pieces and 
four to six Lucie Rie pieces (pers comm. Bobby Marcuson 2012). When asked what it was 
about Rie’s work that influenced her, Marcuson noted that when she first saw Rie’s work she 
knew that was the type of work she aspired to make. The simplicity and sophistication of the 
art works with regards to the form and glazes were inspiring and so she set out to emulate this 
style of work in her own way (pers comm Marcuson 2008). 
 
It has been established that Marcuson was a dedicated collector of pottery and surrounded 








(Source for the above information: pers comm Janet Rogers 2010; pers comm Alan and 
Bobby Marcuson 2010-2011). 
International Artist Local Artist 
 Hans Coper; 4 pieces (auctioned when she 
left South Africa in 1990) 
 Lucie Rie; about 6 pieces (of which 2 were 
earthenware bowls) (auctioned in 1990 as 
above) 
 Mary Rogers; details not recalled 
 Bernard Leach; one jug 
 2 Natzler bowls 
 
 John Shirley 
 Tim Morris 
 Digby Hoets 
 Hyme Rabinowitz 
 Andrew Walford 
 Esias Bosch 
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In 1975 Marcuson along with fellow artists and friends went to Japan on a guided tour where 
they meet a famous Japanese potter Uedo. It is understood that it was here that she learned to 
develop a flexible attitude in response to her understanding of beauty (Mayer 1988:16) (see 
appendix 4). She also visited America, Italy and England. As already mentioned, Marcuson’s 
greatest influence was Lucie Rie but she was not the sole inspiration for Marcuson’s work; 
she was also inspired and influenced by other artists including Mary Rogers, Ruth Duckworth 
and Bernard Leach (pers comm Marcuson, 2008; personal observation). She admired the 
organic forms made by Mary Rogers and recognised Leach as an important figure in the 
history of Studio Potter in Great Britain, but she never attempted to emulate his work.  
Marcuson’s	earthenware,	stoneware	and	porcelain		
Marcuson had the advantage that she did not have to depend on marketing her creative work 
for a living. Fortunately her husband Neil was able to support her new found interest in 
ceramics and she was free to concentrate more on experimentation than on monetary output 
and gain. She was enthusiastic to achieve her goals and aspirations and worked through her 
mishaps in order to learn from them and better the finished article. Her standards were high 
and no rejects were allowed to be displayed or exhibited. She usually gave her rejects to 
friends on the understanding that she did not consider them to be of the quality she aspired to. 
As mentioned earlier Marcuson was passionate of works of art by other artist and understood 
only too well the artistic standards which must be maintained, and rigorously adhered to them 
(pers comm Janet Rogers, 2009; personal observation).  
Marcuson started working with earthenware clay forms and glazes but realised that she was 
making her earthenware pieces look like stoneware (pers comm Marcuson, 2008). She told 
me that ‘one must work in a way that is true to the material one uses’ (pers comm Marcuson, 
2008).  Stoneware was preferred as Marcuson liked the muted glaze colours and the finesse 
that she could achieve with stoneware forms. This prompted her to change her medium from 
earthenware to stoneware. To achieve this she turned to Tim Morris and Helen Martin, who 
at the time were working together, and they helped her make the transition from earthenware 
to stoneware and also gave her some glaze recipes to start her of (pers comm Marcuson, 
2008; appendix 3 and 4; Katz 1974:30).  
Up until the early 60s, South African studio potters and the industries imported their glazes 
and ceramic materials. Initially Neil imported clay and glaze materials for Thelma from 
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England through his contacts in the firm, but after receiving what she considered a ‘bad 
batch’, and as she could not return the items to Europe for a refund, she learned how to make 
the porcelain clay  herself, using minerals that were available to her through various sources.   
         
Figure 31 and Figure 32. Thelma Marcuson, early stoneware, late 1960s. Size unknown. Private 
Collection: Evelyn Cohen from Johannesburg. Photograph by Professor  Juliet Leeb-du Toit, 2009.                                
Marcuson’s work varies in form and concept. Her pots change from the square, geometric 
stoneware planters, constructed by hand from slabs, to the delicacy of her porcelain bowls, 
thrown on the wheel and translucent in their thinness. She characteristically alternated 
between stoneware and porcelain to remain knowledgeable about the different clay bodies. 
When she worked with porcelain she made sure that the studio was clean so as not to 
contaminate the pure white porcelain with stoneware clay as this medium picks and reflects 
impurities at high temperatures and the slightest amount of grog or metal contamination will 
spoil the creamy smooth texture and fleck the whiteness with heavy metal colours (Katz 
1974:30). 
Her early stoneware pieces were heavily potted (see figures 31-32 above). This is also a 
feature that is detected in some of her early porcelain which is noted in the Tatham’s 
Collection, particularly figure 52 on page 65, a stoneware pinched vessel which was made in 
1974 and figures 53-56 on pages 67-70, the group of three thrown pieces made in 1973 and 
1974, which when compared to her later porcelain pieces, are a lot heavier. On close 
inspection of these pieces they appear to be light and delicate but are inordinately heavy 
which is a great disappointment to the spectator but she was obviously proud of these early 
pieces as she deemed them worthy of being sold. It is possible that the group of three pieces 
may not have been porcelain pieces but rather white stoneware as Marcuson started working 
with porcelain in 1975 with the help of Tim Morris. Or this could have been seen as one of 
Marcuson’s earlier attempts of making porcelain on her own before seeking help from Tim 
Morris. These three pieces also do not have the characteristics that are commonly associated 
with porcelain other than being white. It could also be argued that if they were Marcuson’s 
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early porcelain pieces that she was still adjusting to this new medium which is why it looks 
like a stoneware piece. This aspect will be further discussed in the analysis of the pieces in 
the Tatham’s collection. 
Historically this should be considered as a start in the Marcuson oeuvre as, a beginning to 
move away from earthenware using stoneware and porcelain glazes. Figure 52 on page 65 is 
similar to the piece in the Corobrik Collection (www.ceramicssa.org/corobrik.collection) 
which was made in 1975. Over time, and with practice, Marcuson was able to move from 
stoneware clay to porcelain and in so doing was able to hone her technique and concentrate 
on her throwing and turning so as to enhance her forms demonstrating her superior 
knowledge and understanding of high fired glaze technology. 
For the purpose of this dissertation I am focusing primarily on Marcuson’s porcelain pieces, 
with special reference to those pieces in the Tatham Art Gallery Collection, even though she 
initially worked in earthenware and then stoneware before moving to porcelain. Marcuson 
was able to use porcelain in a manner that highlighted her advanced knowledge of glaze 
technology using the simplest of forms to accomplish her finely crafted three dimensional 
pieces. 
It is interesting to note that Hilda Ditchburn also began working with porcelain in the early 
1970s; Ditchburn’s first exhibition of porcelain was held in the Main Library of the 
Pietermaritzburg campus of Natal University (pers comm Calder 2012). However, as already 
indicated it is unknown if Marcuson and Ditchburn knew each other or realised their similar 
quests to make thrown porcelain pieces. Interestingly enough, their finished work is similar in 
form and glaze and this is probably through their interest in the work of Lucie Rie and the 
international attention she was receiving (pers comm Armstrong, 2010). One is able to see 
that the forms, style and the unique technique of Rie’s pieces and glazes were highly 
influential in Marcuson’s work.  Marcuson threw her pieces on the wheel and high fired them 
in an electric kiln. An in-depth breakdown of the process of making and the firing porcelain 
is given in at the end of this chapter.  
Marcuson learned how to make porcelain with Tim Morris assistance which was initiated in 
1975 (pers comm Armstrong with David Walters, 2012). She did, however, have difficulty in 
finding white bentonite, an ingredient required for making porcelain to plasticise the 
otherwise short porcelain body, due to the South African conflict in the former South West 
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Africa (now Namibia). The bentonite found in South Africa could have been used as a 
substitute material but because of the iron oxide impurities in the bentonite it would have 
given the porcelain a slightly cream colour instead of a sparkling whiteness that is a 
characteristic of porcelain. The porcelain body that she made had a good plasticity which 
made it relatively easy to throw on the potter’s wheel. Marcuson made porcelain bowls, 
functional (as seen in Clark and Wagner’s text of 1974) and non-functional (see figure 33 on 
page 43; figures 46-47 on page 58; figures 53-54 on page 67), which were thrown on the 
wheel. Another common shape that we see in Marcuson, Rie and Duckworth’s work is the 
bottle necked piece. Marcuson clearly enjoyed making this form as there are several 
examples of it in her private and public collection, one of which is in the Tatham Art Gallery 
Collection (see figure 56 on page 70), which also appears on the cover of Clark and Wagner’s 
book, and one in the William Humphreys Art Gallery (see appendix 1; pers comm Marcuson, 
2008; Clark and Wagner 1974:108). 
However, once a design had been perfected, it was rarely repeated and no two pieces were 
ever the same; although she did occasionally return to earlier forms, she felt that she should 
rather move on and find new, interesting shapes and effects (Katz 1974:30). ‘Clay is such a 
ceaseless source of creativity’, says Marcuson (Katz 1974:30). She was very precise in the 
way in which she worked and this demanded that she continuously experimented with forms 
that were not necessarily successful but nonetheless took time and effort to achieve. Another 
advantage that she found with using porcelain was that coloured glazes had a better outcome 
and the porcelain body was more responsive and the glazes were more resilient to its white 
body. 
Porcelain became her metier because of its technological challenges (pers comm Marcuson, 
2008; appendix 2). Marcuson’s move to porcelain had been successful and in my interview, 
when asked what she liked about porcelain, she described it as ‘a nervous sort of clay’, but 
liked its responsiveness to the human hand and the quality of the clay (pers comm Marcuson, 
2008). She said ‘porcelain is just clay. It takes a little more time and patience and application 
to use successfully’ (pers comm Marcuson, 2008).   
Other examples of Marcuson’s refined porcelain bowls can be found in both the Durban Art 
Gallery Collection, William Humphreys Art Gallery (see appendix 1) and in Marcuson’s 
private collection. Marcuson often carved into the rim of her bowls giving them a more 
stylised appearance (examples of this method can be seen in figures 46-47 on page 58; 
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appendix 2).  As opposed to the stoneware and some of her early porcelain work, these bowls 
do not just look light and elegant, they are balanced both visually and aesthetically and once 
picked up are a delight to handle an aspect which enhances their aesthetic appeal. Marcuson 
signed her work on the base either stamping her initials into the clay at the leather hard stage 
(or green ware) so that the mark could be seen through the glaze or she painted on her initials 
TM with cobalt oxide on the base as can be seen in several examples in the Tatham 
Collection. As a matter of interest Tim Morris signed his work with his initials TM, however, 
one can easily distinguish between the two artists works, based on the appearance and how 
the initials were written. Marcuson’s work is delicate whereas Morris’s work is more robust; 
Morris used combustion kilns and reduction firing whereas Marcuson used an electric kiln 
and oxidised firing.   
Marcuson’s interest in glaze chemistry started from early stage in her ceramic career. She did 
receive lessons on glaze chemistry from Hans Boyum (husband of Karin Boyum, the well-
known ceramist who taught at the Witwatersrand Technikon, which assisted her in 
understanding the firing and reactions of different raw materials when put together, in order 
to achieve the glazes and colours she wanted (Mayer 1988:16). This understanding of glaze 
chemistry enabled her to devise and mix up her own colours and experiment with glazes and, 
as a glaze pioneer, she developed exceptional knowledge and prided herself in her skill. 
Although Marcuson also received some glaze recipes from fellow artists such as Tim Morris, 
she preferred calculating and making up her own glazes and perfected them to a point that 
that she claimed that her glazes were predictable within narrow limits and also informed me 
that her glaze effects were deliberate (pers comm Marcuson 2008; appendix 3). As has been 
stated, she fired her pieces in two electric kilns which is more reliable with regards to 
predictability and standardisation of heat-work and glaze-effects, when compared to the 
variability of reduction firings. 
Further examples of her focus on pottery form can be seen in the porcelain bowl in figure 33 
on page 43, glazed with her yellow crackle glaze using a yellow glaze stain (pers comm Janet 
Rogers, 2009, appendix 3). She tried to make a pale yellow uranium glaze (although at that 
time she did not yet know that the uranium yellow needs to be a barium-based glaze to 
achieve the pale yellow (pers comm Armstrong, 2012; appendix 4). Marcuson further 
remarked that there were few yellow stains on the market at that time that could withstand the 
stoneware temperatures as they were ephemeral in high firings; I see that she was proud of 
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this achievement as few potters could produce this colour (pers comm Marcuson, 2008 said 
that she used about 6 % yellow stain; appendix 3).  
The crackle in Marcuson’s glaze was achieved in the firing because the glaze and the clay 
expand and shrink at different rates, causing the glaze to form hair-line cracks. She was 
evidently fond of crackle glazes because the effect can also be seen in her Jar with lid (figure 
58 on page 71) and her peach bloom bowl (figure 65 on page 77) in the Tatham’s Collection 
as well as in figure 33 below. I note in both these pieces that a dark material had been rubbed 
into the cracks after firing, to emphasise them (Marcuson’s glaze recipes are listed in 
Appendix 3).  
 
Figure 33. Thelma Marcuson. Porcelain bowl with [Chinese rosewood] wooden stand, mid 1980s. 
Yellow crackle glaze. D:297.5 mm. Collection: private collection. Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 
2008. 
As stated earlier, Marcuson loved experimenting with glazes (as seen in the picture above of 
an example of her glaze test) and this placed her in a level above ‘garage potters’ (who 
tended to buy commercial supplies of ready-made glaze). In my conversation with Marcuson 
I was aware that she prided herself in her range of glaze experiments, the basic recipes of 
which she obtained mainly from her Johannesburg colleagues and also from standard 
ceramics reference books (although she did not specify, books by Leach, Cardew and Rhodes 
for example had been widely read by the 1970s) and journals such as the British journal, 
Ceramic Review, and the South African Sgraffiti which Marcuson mentioned.  
Her work is mentioned specifically in the Sgraffiti no 14:4-5 in the article, ‘Colour in 
Ceramics’ written by ceramics lecturer at the University of Natal, Malcolm [thus] MacIntyre-
Read, who in reaction to the ‘hairy-brown glazes’ that he felt typified South African studio 
ceramics of that era, seemed to emulate a Leach-like reduction-glaze fashion (pers comm 
Armstrong, 2012). In MacIntyre-Read’s article he observed that the British potter, Robin 
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Welch, used colour as in secondary importance to shape and form and also that Elizabeth 
Fritsch’s ceramics ‘[inlaid] colour may be a delicate overall tone, [to] give uplift, radiating 
interior light’ (colour in ceramics 1977:4-5). It is clear that Marcuson enjoyed colour also in 
her use of stoneware glazes mentioned by MacIntyre-Read and that her technology was far 
more advanced than the ‘hairy brown’ ceramics of South African potters. Her use of colour 
set her apart from the usual muted South African ceramics, where John Dunn noted (Dunn 
1977:17) that ‘colour is ‘kitsch’ unless it is in muted greens or browns’  
Although she loved strong colour, Marcuson also used some quiet glazes that were also in 
general use in South Africa. It is possible that her dolomite glaze was taken from the same 
volume of Sgraffiti (to which Macintyre-Read contributed, as referred to above) in which Bill 
van Gilder (of Kolonyama Pottery in Lesotho) writes (as ‘Tips from Bill’) about a ‘Matt 
Dolomite’ glaze for cone 9-10. The suggestion of this high temperature may have prompted 
Marcuson to sometimes fire her kiln to 1280ºC in pursuit of superior glazes (pers comm 
Marcuson, 2008). 
Marcuson loved a challenge, as is confirmed by the 150 square foot wall panel that she was 
commissioned to do for the SABC Radio Bantu’s reception area in the late 70s. The panel 
consisted of thousands of individual handmade pieces of high fired stoneware glazed and 
painstakingly cemented together to form a harmonious whole, which she called an ‘abstract 
free-form ceramic mosaic’ (pers comm Marcuson, 2008; appendix 4). The colours of the 
glazes ranged from blacks, beiges and greys (pers comm Marcuson, 2008; appendix 3 and 4) 
Marcuson has been in several group as well as several solo exhibitions. To have a solo 
exhibition in the 1970s was a significant achievement for any South African ceramist 
especially for an artist using porcelain as a medium. It must be remembered that the 
appreciation of ceramics, as an item of contemplation beyond the utilitarian aspects of the 
medium, were little known in South Africa and consequently there were few commercial 
galleries who were interested in promoting this aspect of ‘the crafts’ as such. The galleries 
that were ‘enlightened’ to this work were mainly Linda Givon at the Goodman gallery and 
Helen de Leeuw in Hyde Park and in 1975-6 APSA opened the Potter’s Gallery in Hyde 
Park, formerly known as Potters, patronised by collectors and admirers of studio ceramics 
that was a relatively new ‘fashion’ of modernity in South African society (Leeb du Toit). 
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As has been noted this pottery technology was relatively new to South Africa and Marcuson 
would have eagerly tested glazes in order to be one with her studio pottery peers. This is an 
important aspect of her career as she subsequently became a highly regarded potter and artist 
in her own right and this could be through her knowledge and experimental finesse that she 
gave to the discipline. 
Marcuson’s	role	in	APSA	
As has been stated earlier in this chapter, the more seriously minded Studio Potters had no 
means of interacting and discussing their problems and promotions and so APSA was formed 
to which Marcuson became one of the founder members. 
Being a member of APSA allowed Marcuson to interact with other experienced artists and 
ceramists allowing her to exchange ideas and techniques with them. She loved meeting other 
potters through the potters association and exhibitions and stated that she learned something 
from everyone she met (pers comm Marcuson, 2008). She served as chairwoman of the 
Exhibition Selection Committee for APSA for several years from 1974 and remained a 
member of APSA until she left for London in 1988 (Fisch 1975:3). 
Marcuson had a friendly, amiable and social personality. She had the means to entertain and 
collaborate with other Studio Pottery with ease. She had a fine sense of aesthetic and 
contemporary fashion which consequently led her to be sought after as an ‘arbiter of taste’ in 
the realm of contemporary studio ceramics (pers comm Armstrong, 2011). Not only was she 
able to keep up with international ceramic trends through her magazine subscriptions but her 
overseas travels allowed her to interact with contemporary potters and view their work. It was 
evident that Marcuson was respected as a potter at this time as she was asked to be a judge at 
the 1975 Brickor Ceramics Exhibition. This shows that Marcuson had a keen eye for the 
aesthetics involved in the making of ceramic items, something of which she was respected 
and admired for by her peers (Bosch 1988:18-19; Rabinowitz 1988:19). She also had a 
balanced sense of style and elegance which was respected by potters such Rabinowitz.  
In May 1976 Marcuson was also a judge at the Brickor Ceramics Art Competition and 
exhibition at Milner Park, Johannesburg, along with three other people. The object of this 
competition was to promote ceramics in South Africa and to encourage potters to improve the 
standard and quality of their work. This would be done by submitting their works to a panel 
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of experienced and expert judges; Marcuson had been selected as such an appropriate 
ceramist (see appendix 4). 
Marcuson also acted as a member of the judging panel for the 1987 National Ceramics 
Exhibition along with Wilma Cruise who is a practicing South African ceramist (Cruise 
1987:10). It must be remembered that there were few venues in South Africa to which one 
could go and contemplate beautiful ceramic wares as it was not Government policy to collect 
ceramics in an Art Gallery at that time. Consequently few people knew anything about studio 
ceramics and it was decided by the APSA committee that a collection of the best South 
African work should be assembled. The way in which to achieve this was that anyone who 
won a prize at the APSA National Exhibitions would automatically be included in the APSA 
Collection and that the prize money would compensate for this acquisition (pers comm. 
Armstrong, 2011).  
The APSA Collection includes Marcuson’s prize piece No 126. APSA was the publisher of 
South African journals including Ceramix, Sgraffiti and after changing its name to Ceramics 
Southern Africa it founded a new magazine, the National Ceramics Magazine which is still 
currently published.  
Marcuson was one of a handful of female practitioners working in stoneware studio ceramics 
as opposed to industrially made wares, but she was one of the pioneers in this field in a 
largely male dominated discipline during that time (pers comm Marcuson, 2008; pers comm 
Armstrong, 2010).  Other South African women working in studio ceramics would include 
Hilda Ditchburn (neé Rose), Helen Martin, Marietjie van der Merwe, the women at 
Olifantsfontein (although they had worked only in earthenware) and Sonja Gerlings (Clark 
and Wagner 1974:26). 
In March 1971 Marcuson took part in a group exhibition alongside painters, sculptors and her 
fellow potter Tim Morris at the Goodman Art Gallery in Hyde Park, Johannesburg. This was 
a prestigious gallery that foregrounded the work of well-known artists such as Tim Morris 
who was regularly exhibiting at the Goodman to sold out exhibitions as early as 1969 (pers 
comm Walters, 2012). Marcuson and Morris again exhibited at the Goodman Gallery in 
September that same year (appendix 5). The former owner, Linda Givon, was very selective 
in her invitations to exhibit in the Gallery. In 1972 Givon became Marcuson’s agent; 
thereafter Marcuson took part in several other exhibitions, one of which was at ‘Potters’ in 
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Rivonia, Atrium Centre, along with several other ceramists including Andrew Walford, Tim 
Morris, Lily Pinchuck and Julia Frase (appendix 5). ‘Potters’ (a gallery for South African 
studio artists) was owned by APSA and in 1975 it moved to Hyde Park Corner in Sandton 
and changed its name to the ‘Potters’ Gallery’. 
The first time she started working in porcelain was in 1975 through the assistance of Morris 
but turned to Bosch for assistance with regards to her technical problems with the porcelain 
she was using. Bosch was always willing and ever ready to assist his fellow potters with 
technical problems. He described Marcuson’s work as being ‘simpler and more subtle, which 
indicated the ability to eliminate - a gift which only comes with time and experience’ (Bosch 
1988:18). 
In 1974 Marcuson participated in the Brickor exhibition, an exhibition sponsored by Corobrik 
and later that year, in November, she took part in an exhibition at Helen de Leeuw’s Gallery 
at the Craftsman’s Market in Hyde Park. De Leeuw said in a tribute to Marcuson, ‘she has 
indeed mastered her craft, and there is no doubt of her stature as a creative and meaningful 
artist.’ (De Leeuw 1988:18) Although the pieces she exhibited were stoneware, later in 1975 
she experimented with crystalline glazes possibly through her friendship with John Shirley 
and with the help of Tim Morris she was able to move from working with stoneware to 
porcelain. Later that year, in August and September, she was voted in as an executive for 
APSA along with Tim Morris and Digby Hoets.  
In 1976, at the Normand Dunn Gallery in Hilton, APSA held the fourth National Ceramic 
exhibition called the MUD Exhibition which Marcuson entered. In comparison with the other 
artworks that were shown, Marcuson’s work stood out at the exhibition. She exhibited eight 
finely thrown bowls under the specific category of porcelain along with Andrew Walford, 
Esias Bosch and Juliet Armstrong of which there were a total of thirty seven pieces submitted 
under this category. The exhibition consisted of over four hundred pieces, ranging in category 
from sculptural to functional. This shows evidence that porcelain was still a relatively new 
medium for South African potters. It was at this exhibition that the Durban Art Gallery 
purchased three of the eight porcelain bowls for their permanent collection (see appendix 1). 
Marcuson stayed true to her new chosen medium (porcelain) and her glazes did not conform 
to the ‘common or garden Hairy-brown [thus] stoneware’ used by the majority of studio 
potters at that time, as she tried to develop a personal range of pastel colours that she 
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concocted with her understanding of glaze chemistry and appropriate colouring methods 
(APSA:Natal. MUD catalogue, 1976; pers comm Armstrong, 2011). 
Marcuson had already held her first solo porcelain exhibition in July 1976 at the Goodman 
Art Gallery, Johannesburg, and this was the second solely porcelain exhibition in South 
Africa, thus publically pioneering studio porcelain in South Africa (Zaalberg 1985:72). At 
this exhibition Marcuson’s glaze palette ranged from bronze lustre, lacy borders, bright red 
flecks and glazes reminiscent of the Chinese Chun glazes (appendix 4). As mentioned earlier 
it was during this year that she and her fellow members of APSA went on guided tour of 
Japan with particular reference to looking at ceramic artists and their work.  
Marcuson’s esteem in the South African Ceramic world was boosted by her winning 
prestigious prizes. She  won the National Ceramics Competition three times, once in 1972 for 
pulled and pinched porcelain, again in 1973 for a grey bowl with blue splash and again in 
1979 for a white porcelain bowl, its edge decorated with delicate tracery (De Leeuw 
1988:18).  
Having gained confidence and prestige with a porcelain body that she could make up herself, 
she was able to participate in solo and group exhibitions with ease. In April 1977 she 
exhibited in Cape Town at the Potters Association of Cape Town and South African 
Association of Art.  In July 1978 she had another solo porcelain exhibition at the Goodman 
Art Gallery and in August 1979 she had a porcelain exhibition in Kimberley at the William 
Humphreys Art Gallery (W.H.A.G), where the gallery purchased four pieces for their 
permanent collection. The Gallery International from Cape Town purchased nine porcelain 
pieces from the W.H.A.G exhibition (see figure 34 on page 49; appendix 1; 4 and 5). 
In 1979 she entered the third Oude Libertas Exhibition in Cape Town, along with artists such 
as Bosch, Hoets, Morris, Rabinowitz and Walters to name but a few. Thelma Marcuson, 
Hyme Rabinowitz, Gillian Bickell and Neville Brude won awards. Marcuson won a prize for 
her server bowl. Hyme Rabinowitz entered an ornamented bowl; Gillian Bickell entered five 
assorted size bowls and Neville Burde a planter. As has been stated Marcuson had won 
several awards both at National and Regional exhibitions and in this year her work was 
highly commended (see figure 35 on page 49; pers comm de Clark, 2010).  
Then in 1980 she entered the Oude Libertas exhibition held in Natal and was highly 
commended for her porcelain bowls. The Durban Art Gallery purchased another three of 
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Marcuson’s porcelain pieces at the National APSA Exhibition 1980 (see appendix 1). 
Marcuson exhibited her porcelain pieces on two separate occasions at the Goodman Gallery 
with two different painters, one was with Andrew Verster and the other was Judith Mason. In 
1982 Marcuson again exhibited at the Goodman Gallery with another painter Wim Blom (see 
appendix 4 and 5).  Later that year she exhibited her porcelain work in a solo exhibition at the 
Goodman Galley. She displayed her thinly potted porcelain bowls with their simplistic forms 
and her long necked Lucie Rie-like vases. She used different coloured glazes to enhance the 
simple elegant forms. Some of the colours that Marcuson used on her pieces were metallic 
brown/black, matt white and turquoise which she achieved through reduction and blue bowls 
combined with very fine combing and sgraffito work (Snyckers 1982:7; see appendix 3; 4 
and 5).  
          
Figure 34. Thelma Marcuson setting up her porcelain exhibition at the William Humphreys Art 
Gallery in Kimberley, August 1979. Photographer unknown (archival photograph courtesy of the 
William Humphreys Art Gallery, Kimberley). 
Figure 35. Left to right: Gillian Bickell, Hyme Rabinowitz, Thelma Marcuson and Neville Burde 
taken at Hyme’s home in Eagles Nest. 1979. Picture courtesy of Gail de Klerk, photographer 
unknown. 
In November 1982 Marcuson along with several other artist such as Tim Morris, Barry Dibb 
and Shirley Findlay, exhibited at Yellow Door. Marcuson’s work was described as ‘highly 
individual and most unusual’ by the author Benita Munitz. Here Marcuson exhibited her 
perspex boxes with ‘layered assemblages of thin curling sheets of porcelain in various subtle 
hues...’ (see appendix 4; pers comm Marcuson, 2008). This work is reminiscent of the work 
made by Ruth Duckworth (1919-2009). 
During the 1980s Marcuson’s work was displayed on a regular basis at the Cameo Gallery in 
Stellenbosch. The gallery was often filled with works by South African ceramists such as 
Tim Morris, Hyme Rabinowitz, Marietjie van de Merwe and Andrew Walford. Marcuson 
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was introduced to Nana Wagner, the gallery owner, in 1983 through Hyme and Jeni 
Rabinowitz (pers comm Wagner 2009).   
In 1984 Marcuson took part in the Corobrik National Exhibition and in March that year 
Marcuson, along with forty other ceramic artists, took part in a joint exhibition at the Pitco 
Teapot exhibition at Things Gallery in Melville.  
It was in March 1984 that Lorna Ferguson, the curator of the Tatham Art Gallery in 
Pietermaritzburg, visited Marcuson at her home Dunkeld home in Johannesburg and 
purchased nine art works by Marcuson for their permanent ceramic collection, of which one 
was made with stoneware clay and the other eight were porcelain. Ferguson had studied at the 
University of Natal Pietermaritzburg under the mentorship of Hilda Ditchburn. Therefore it is 
not surprising that she noticed the works given the fact that Ditchburn was also working with 
porcelain when Ferguson was a student and she would have tried using the medium herself 
(pers comm. Armstrong, 2010). 
Ferguson wrote ‘After my visit I bore away nine prize examples of her work, three of 
which feature on the cover of Garth Clark’s celebrated book “Potters of Southern 
Africa”. The works slipped quietly into our permanent collection, and I hope that this 
small mention serves in some way to draw attention to the fact that our contemporary 
South African Ceramic collection has received a shot in the arm with such worthy 
additions.’ (Ferguson 1984:2) 
The basis of this dissertation is to discuss and analyse each piece with reference to 
Marcuson’s studio work at this time. It is important to introduce how and why Marcuson 
became the knowledgeable ceramist she was; consequently it is important to state how she 
became a popular and a sought after artist.  
Although Marcuson had emigrated to London in 1988, she continued to be a full APSA 
member and made extra efforts to exhibit her work at national exhibitions here in South 
Africa. In 1990 Marcuson’s yellow crackled porcelain bowl (similar to figure 33 on page 43) 
(this time using uranium oxide to achieve this effect, understandably a rare and difficult 
colour to use) was displayed in an exhibition at the Witwatersrand Art Museum in 
conjunction with artists Tim Morris and Hyme Rabinowitz (pers comm Marcuson, 2008; pers 
comm Janet Rogers, 2009; appendix 3). 
Marcuson had been living in London for some time and was ready to get back to making 
some work. At this stage Marcuson was in her early seventies, she had set up a neat studio in 
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her London home and needed some help. During this time she would have had easy access to 
the different materials she needed and could work with ease and dedication, but due to her 
age she required an assistant. Marcuson met Janet Rogers in 1991 at the Royal College of Art 
in London at Roger’s degree show. Rogers worked full-time for Marcuson from 1991-1994 
assisting her in the studio and helped prepare for the exhibition at the Andrew Usiskin 
Contemporary Art Gallery (see appendix 4 and 5). From 1995-2001 she worked part-time or 
whenever Marcuson needed her assistance to mix and glaze her work and fire the kiln. 
According to Rogers Marcuson was very methodical in her approach to her work. ‘She was 
uncompromising on form and where others might have gone ahead and fired a sub-standard 
pot; unless it would do for the kitchen; Marcuson would break up the raw pot for reclaiming 
and start another one’ (pers comm  Janet Rogers 2009). 
When Marcuson was in London she heard about the prestigious ceramic conference of 
invited ceramic artists at Aberystwyth in Wales. She was keen to attend the International 
Potters Festival where she could meet and interact with other international professional 
potters from all over the world. As we have established, Marcuson enjoyed esteem in South 
Africa and was trying to establish herself in England and made a point of exhibiting there. It 
was in 1992 from October to November, that she had her first public exhibition at the 
Andrew Usiskin Contemporary Art Gallery in London. Here she displayed a wide range of 
porcelain pieces and her colour palette ranged from her uranium yellow crackle glaze, a cool 
grey and pink glaze and black and gold-manganese washes. It was through this exhibition 
that she was able to establish herself as an artist in London and from her archival records, and 
according to Rogers, the exhibition was a success and Marcuson was able to attract a lot of 
attention. Her crackled glazes drew much attention, according to Rogers (pers comm Janet 
Rogers, 2009; appendix 4; 5 and 7). 
When I visited Marcuson in 2008 at her London home in Brookfield, Hampstead Heath, she 
showed me her studio (see figures 44-45 on page 58 and figures 51a-c on page 62). As 
mentioned earlier, Marcuson collected art works by other potters and this was evident in her 
home as the shelves were lined with ceramics works by famous artists that she admired and 
able to purchase over time; unfortunately by the time I met Marcuson she had sold most of 
her ceramic collection and had ceased being an active potter due to her frailty and age, as she 
was 88 years old. According to Rogers, they fired the kiln about six times a year depending 
on how much work there was to fire. For precision they used a pyrometric cone when firing 
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and Rogers would patiently observe the cone until it dropped, usually through the night, 
which was a relief to Marcuson (see appendix 6). Her London studio was similar to her 
Dunkeld studio in Johannesburg, where one room in her apartment was dedicated as a studio.  
She was an ardent follower of women ceramists such as Lucie Rie, Mary Rogers and Ruth 
Duckworth (as outlined above). Lucie Rie continued to be the major influence with regards to 
her ceramic forms. Marcuson was also inspired by the independence and confidence these 
women artists enjoyed and through her career, she was able to make a place for herself in 
South Africa especially.  
The section to follow shows that Marcuson was a highly skilled glaze technician and prided 
herself in her achievements with delicate porcelain glazes. It is apparent that she 
accomplished this without resorting to buying her glazes from the growing number of 
ceramic outlets (like Gillian Bickell’s) that were developing in Johannesburg at the time.  
Before discussing Marcuson’s ceramics in the Tatham Art Gallery Collection, I need to first 
outline some technological features of Marcuson’s work in relation to those of her peers. This 
part of my dissertation connects an intricate part of my research with the historical issues of 
Marcuson’s own work. As a practicing ceramist, working mainly with porcelain, I feel that 
my empirical knowledge gives me insight about Thelma Marcuson’s porcelain pieces and her 
practices.  
The outline of certain ceramic materials and minerals to follow will emphasise the main 
sources of information that were known to Marcuson; I find these useful myself in my own 
ceramics. Hence this review of materials will help to establish the technological dimensions 
and aesthetic preferences of Marcuson’s ceramics, but will also explicate my sense of 
connection in these practical issues. 
Porcelain	and	high‐fired	glazes	in	South	Africa	
There are many different types of clays which can be made or used by the contemporary 
potter who will manipulate the body to suit her/his needs. For the purpose of this dissertation 
I will focus mainly on porcelain but will briefly explain earthenware and stoneware clays, 
both of which were used by Marcuson at the start of her career. Initially Marcuson worked 
with earthenware clay progressing to stoneware and finally to porcelain.  
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Earthenware is a soft, porous low-fired ware, which is fired to 1100ºC. Earthenware will 
melt at a higher temperature and must be glazed with a low temperature glaze, containing 
lead, soda or borax and clay (Atterbury 1982:12). 
Stoneware is fired to the point where vitrification or fusion of the clay materials begins, 
thus making the clay dense and non-absorbent. It is a fused and hardened high-fired ware that 
is usually fired to 1200ºC. The process of vitrification involves the formation of glass within 
the body and a progressive melting of the various ingredients (Rhodes 1959:59-62). 
Porcelain is distinguished from stoneware by its whiteness, purity, delicacy and 
translucency when thin, as well as its strength and ability to withstand extremely high 
temperatures of over 1200ºC (Rhodes 1959:59-62). These are the characteristic for which 
porcelain is held in such high acclaim. 
Porcelain was one of the Chinese potters’ greatest kept secrets and was made in China almost 
a thousand years before it was produced in Europe. In China, porcelain was a development of 
an advanced tradition of pottery-making in the world, this was due to an abundant supply of 
raw materials (Atterbury 1982:11); Doherty 2002:24). It was a great privilege to own a 
collection of porcelain, as it was treated as ‘white gold’ and considered a ‘luxury art form’ 
(Atterbury 1982:11, Doherty 2002:24; Rhodes 1959:62). Chinese porcelain was fired to 
around 1300ºC and sometimes less, but not as high as the European porcelain which was 
fired between 1340ºC and 1400ºC (Lane 1980:59) At these high firing temperatures needle 
shaped crystals form within the porcelain, thus strengthening the body (Lane 1980:55-58). 
The word ‘porcelain’ was used to describe the Southern China wares, especially those of 
Jingdezhen (Atterbury 1982:11). Porcelain is essentially a combination of kaolin and feldspar 
together with additional silica in the form of flint or quartz, fired in a kiln to the point where 
the minerals fuse. Most artists using porcelain, including myself, attempt to achieve the 
whiteness and translucency that porcelain is famous for by firing the porcelain to high 
temperatures of approximately 1260ºC (Lane 1980:55). However, with regards to my coiled 
pieces (as seen in figure 13 on page 18) whiteness and translucency is not so much the issue 
but rather strength. Due to the fragility of the piece regarding to the size of the coils, I believe 




The discovery of porcelain in Europe is usually credited to Johann Böttger, an alchemist 
working for King Augustus until 1705 (Rhodes 1959:31). Porcelain is not a straightforward 
medium to work with and takes time, patience and practice to master. As with all clays, each 
porcelain body has its own characteristics.  
When porcelain is fired in a kiln, the wares are carried to the brink of melting, making this a 
unique ceramic material. Fired porcelain has the unique properties of hardness, density and 
translucency due to its high firing at stoneware temperatures (Rhodes 1959:71; Wensley 
1989:139).   
Porcelain clay bodies are made from three basic ceramic materials: china clay, feldspar, 
quartz and a ‘plasticiser’ such as ball clay or bentonite, or both (Doherty 2002:24). Lane 
suggests that an ideal recipe for a porcelain body is 50% kaolin, 25% feldspar and 25% 
quartz (Lane 1980:55). Whilst these are all naturally-occurring minerals (which are mined 
and processed for a range of industries, from paper-making to cat litter (Doherty 2002:24), 
the compound porcelain is hence an entirely manufactured material.  
China clay 
The main ingredient of porcelain is China clay or Kaolin; this is referred to as a primary clay 
as it is found at the site where it was formed. It is highly refractory (free from impurities and 
oxides other than alumina and silica) and contains a minute percentage of flux unlike other 
clays. In its pure state kaolin is unchanged by temperatures up to 1700ºC (Atterbury 1982:13; 
Doherty 2002:24; Lane 1980:55-58; Rhodes 1959:62).  
Rhodes states in his book The Art of High Fired Pottery (1959) that there are two properties 
of kaolin that are important in porcelain firstly the purity of the material (which determines 
the whiteness of porcelain) and secondly the plasticity of kaolin as a clay (or its lack thereof) 
(Rhodes 1959:62). 
When compared to naturally occurring earthenware and stoneware clays, porcelain is 
relatively non-plastic due to the large amount of kaolin it contains. Chinese potters were able 
to achieve large scale porcelain forms on the wheel due to the plasticity of their kaolin, which 
can be attributed to their practice of carefully separating the finer fractions of the clay by 
flotation. By allowing the clay to mature and soak for a long period of time, the clay becomes 
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‘soured’ (more workable) which in turn adds to the plasticity of the clay (Rhodes 1959:62). 
Unlike contemporary ceramic practice, the Chinese fired and glazed their porcelain pieces in 
one firing only. Rhodes claims that their bowls of eggshell thinness were dipped in glaze and 
transported for miles to the kilns where they were placed in saggars for firing (Rhodes 
1959:63).  
These properties were evidently admired by Marcuson in her own porcelain works and 
manifested in pieces such as figure 33 on page 43 Marcuson’s porcelain bowl with wooden 
stand made in the mid 1980s, and figures 46-47 on page 59 showing another porcelain bowl 
which she has incised around the rim and dated 1980. 
Feldspar 
There are several types of feldspar, the most common are Potash feldspar and Soda feldspar.   
Feldspar acts as a flux in porcelain and due to the chemical composition, contributes to the 
whiteness. All feldspars melt around 1200ºC to produce an opaque stiff glass (Lane 1980:58; 
Rhodes 1959: 64-75), and serve as an ideal basis for stoneware and porcelain glazes, as they 
contain a high alumina-content and allow for a long melting period for vitrification to occur 
over a wide temperature range. Feldspar must be low in iron to achieve the whitest fired 
wares, particularly found in the porcelain body (Doherty 2002:24; Lane 1980:58; Rhodes 
1959:64).  
Marcuson’s feldspar was imported by her husband Neil from England; she used the material 
in pieces such as the ones that are found in the Tatham’s Collection. 
Flint / Quartz/ Silica 
Flint, quartz and silicalint are ground from various types of quartz and are the most important 
glass formers. The function of flint is to add hardness and durability to the clay body. Certain 
quartz types are transparent when fired and others are opaque. Silica has a melting point of 
1710ºC and must be used in combination with a flux to ensure adherence to the wares. In the 
porcelain body between 15% and 25 % of silica is used (Lane 1980:58; Rhodes 1959:64). 
For workable throwing clay plasticity is a key factor in the making up of the porcelain body. 
The plasticizer added to porcelain is Ball clay, however the downside to adding ball clay is 
that it contains iron and this could cause discolouration in the clay body therefore the amount 
of ball clay added is kept to a minimum (Doherty 2002:26; Rhodes 1959:64, Sentance 
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2004:26). Bentonite can be added to the clay body to increase its plasticity. There are 
different types of bentonite and the white bentonite from Namibia is what Marcuson used.  
(Doherty 2002:26; Lane1980:56; Rhodes 1959:68). 
Once the dry ingredience are weighed out, water is added to the powder to bind the 
ingredience together. More water can be added to bring the mixture to a smooth, even 
consistency. Once the ingredients have been thoroughly mixed, the mixture should be left to 
soak for a few days, if possible. This allows the porcelain or glaze mixture to mature. Once 
the clay mixture has matured it can be used at will (Atterbury 1982:7; Lane 1980:63). 
As a practicing ceramist, I have experienced working with porcelain and therefore wish to 
comment closely on the ways in which porcelain is used. Handbuilding is one method which 
includes pinching, coiling, slab building, moulding or modelling; porcelain can also be 
thrown on the wheel when, however, it is important to add bentonite to increase the plasticity 
(personal observation). I work with both methods of production.  Some pieces are handmade, 
examples of which are my hand coiled pieces as seen in figure 13 on page 18  in chapter one, 
whilst others are thrown on the potters’ wheel as is evident in the image below (see figures 36 
and 37 on page 56 ). I combine these methods, as seen in my honours degree work, in figures 
39-42 on page 57, where I have joined several thrown cylinders together, manipulating the 
joined thrown form by adding handmade structures. Marcuson often threw her forms and 
manipulated their rims by hand. 
I illustrate below and mention my personal works here as I believe this may highlight 
Marcuson’s use of porcelain and methods of working by comparison. My ceramics, like 
Rogers, Rie and Duckworth, are based largely on forms derived from nature.  
     
Figure 36 and Figure 37. Fahmeeda Omar, miniature vessels from my MAFA exhibition held in 
January 2011. Porcelain. Private collections. Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 2011. 
I think this is evident in the images on page 57, where the thrown cylinders are assembled 
and the components may be compared with those of Rie’s composite forms and matte 




                
Figure 38. Fahmeeda Omar, organic form on the left was entered in London exhibition, 2010. 
Porcelain. H: 13cm. Photography by Fahmeeda Omar, 2010. 
Figure 39. Fahmeeda Omar, organic form on the right was entered in Turkey Exhibition, 2010. 
Porcelain.  H 14cm. Photography by Fahmeeda Omar 2010. 
Figure 40. Above left: Fahmeeda Omar, organic form, 2007, white stoneware clay. Collection: 
William Humphery’s Art Gallery, Kimberley. Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 2007. 
Figure 41. Above centre: Fahmeeda Omar, organic form, 2007, white stoneware clay with porcelain 
leaves. Private collection. Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 2007. 
Figure 42. Above right: Fahmeeda Omar, organic form, 2007, white stoneware clay. Private 
collection. Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 2007. 
Throwing 
Marcuson used potters’ standard methods of throwing to make her bowls and tall bottle-
necked forms. Before throwing, porcelain must be prepared in special ways. The porcelain is 
divided into fist-size lumps which are wedged (as describer earlier). 
An electric wheel which Marcuson used in her studio was the most usual method of throwing. 
The basic requirement for a wheel worker is a comfortable working position when throwing, 
adequate power or torque, smooth operation and sensitive controls; this is manifest in 
Marcuson’s several pieces including the Jar with lid (figure 58 on page 71) in the Tatham Art 
Gallery Collection. The throwing rings are clearly noticeable on the inside of the jar. 
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Figure 43. Thelma Marcuson. Throwing with porcelain on the potter’s wheel, 1980s. Photographer 
unknown. Family archives  
From left to right:  
The clay is centred on the wheel first. The form takes shape and the base neatened. Finally the piece is 
removed from the wheel by cutting through the base with a fine wire or fishing line, placed on a tile 
and allowed to harden for a while. 
Turning   
The turning process involves the removal of excess clay from the initial throwing process and 
the trimming of the walls using a special tool with a hoop which cuts into leather-hard clay. 
The turning process occurs once the thrown form is leather-hard and has been removed from 
the wheel head. Marcuson used the process of turning to create a foot-ring at the base of the 
piece. All her works in the Tatham Collection have turned foot-rings. 
At the leather-hard stage the clay can be manipulated and, after turning, the piece can be 
subjected to incising and sgraffito decoration (this is sometimes apparent in the work of 
Marcuson). Two of her porcelain bowls, one in the Durban Art Gallery and the other in the 
William Humphreys Art Gallery Collection, exhibit this type of manipulation. On these 
bowls Marcuson used a sharp tool to cut pieces out of the porcelain, leaving a patterned row 
of small apertures around the rim of each bowl (as seen in the porcelain bowl below (figures 
46-47 on page 59; personal observation). 
      
Figure 44 and Figure 45. Marcuson’s electric kiln and electric wheel at her London studio. 
Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 2008. 
       
Figure 46. Thelma Marcuson, porcelain bowl, 1980. D:21.2 cm. Collection: Durban Art Gallery, 
Catalogue number 2102. Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 2009.          
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Figure 47. Thelma Marcuson, white porcelain bowl with pierced edge, 1979. H: 130mm. Collection: 
William Humphrey Art Gallery, Catalogue number 3873, photographer unknown, 2010. WHAG 
archives 
Once all modifications have been made to the final piece it is left to dry. All clays are 
biscuited to 1000ºC. This is to ensure that the wares are durable and safer to handle in 
glazing. During the firing chemical changes take (see appendix 6). This firing allows the clay 
to remain porous, making it easier to apply the glaze coating (Wensley 1989:139-141). 
Some potters, such as Marcuson, admired the work of Rie who, as mentioned earlier, often 
fired her wares only once. Marcuson usually did two firing, namely a biscuit firing followed 
by a glaze firing (see appendix 3 and 6).  
As Marcuson fired her porcelain wares using an electric kiln, as has been mentioned above, it 
is relevant to discuss the firing of electric kilns in this dissertation. Electric kilns are in a 
category of their own. Although they consume energy and produce heat, there is no ‘fire’ as 
such. The design of electric kilns is significantly different from combustion kiln such as those 
constructed by Bosch, Rabinowitz and Morris. As Marcuson found in her urban environment, 
the major advantages to electric firings are cleanliness, convenience of firing and ease of 
installation (Wensley 1989:44-53). 
An electric kiln is basically a box which is well insulated with a lining of thermal insulation 
bricks (and can fire between 1260ºC and 1300ºC). Channels are carved into the brick face to 
carry elements in the form of elongated Kanthal coils or springs that produce heat when an 
electrical current is passed through them. The elements are arranged to produce an even 
distribution of heat throughout the kiln. Electric kilns have control panels that control the rate 
at which the temperature is increased (Wensley 1989:44-53).  
During the late 1960s and early 70s, John Edwards was experimenting with manufacturing 
electric kilns in South Africa and was trying to design a high firing kiln for stoneware (pers 
comm Digby Hoets 2011); he would have been instrumental in the decision Marcuson made 
in her choice of kiln. It is interesting to note Marcuson’s difference in the decade of nascent 
stoneware in South Africa, as has been mentioned above, that she used electric firings 
entirely and did not use combustion firings for reduction productions as did her ‘mainstream’ 




In this context it is also interesting to recount (pers comm Armstrong, 2009) that the first 
stoneware kiln to be built and fired in South Africa was in 1955 by Hilda Ditchburn at the 
University of Natal (now University of KwaZulu-Natal or UKZN). This kiln has been 
dismantled and today the university has seven electric kilns of various sizes and a new gas-
kiln for experimental reduction firings. 
       
 From left to right 
Figure 48.  Prof Juliet Armstrong and Kim Bagley (MAFA candidate) packing the Gas Kiln at the 
University of KwaZulu-Natal in Pietermaritzburg. Photography by Fahmeeda Omar, 2009. 
Figure 49. The Gas Kiln ready to be fired. Photography by Fahmeeda Omar, 2009. 
Figure 50. The kiln was opened at its top temperature of 1300ºC to take this photograph. Photographs 
by Fahmeeda Omar, 2009. 
Glazes	and	glaze	technology	
Once the pieces have been biscuit fired to between 980ºC and 1000ºC, it is necessary for the 
pieces to be glazed in order for them to be used. As previously stated, there are two types of 
clays, low and high firing clays, we therefore require glazes that are high and low firing. For 
the purpose of this dissertation I will concentrate on high firing stoneware glazes as these are 
the glazes that Marcuson is acclaimed for. 
The biscuited wares are then given a coating of glaze and fired for a second time to a much 
higher temperature. This process is referred to as glazing. The glaze forms a glassy covering 
over the body. Essentially a glaze recipe consists of three main ingrediences: Silica which is 
the glass former, alumina which is used as a stabilizer and a flux which helps to lower the 
melting point of the glaze. In simple terms, glaze is similar to a coating of glass applied to a 
ceramic surface in the form of an emulsified powder. When fired, the raw materials melt and 
fuse together to form a glaze that can be transparent, matt, shiny, opaque or coloured. A glaze 
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provides the wares with a smooth, waterproof surface which is easy to clean, an important 
attribute in the case of domestic wares (Rhodes 1959:71; Wensley 1989:139). 
Marcuson loved experimenting with the different glaze recipes and was highly commended 
for her glazes. Each of Marcuson’s experiments were carried out with the purpose of 
achieving improved control of her glaze colours as she was a perfectionist and was little 
impressed with ‘chance’ successes in kilns. While she received some glaze recipes from 
fellow potters over the years, it was through her tireless and time consuming experimentation 
that she was able to acquire such a wide variety of glaze effects and colours. ‘Visiting 
Thelma’s haven - her studio - one is immediately struck by hundreds of neat experiments on 
her shelves, which mean many hours of hard work and which is worthy of respect’ (Bosch in 
Mayer 1988:16-18; also see appendix 3). 
Glazes can be applied by dipping, pouring, painting or spraying depending on the desired 
effect. Marcuson used the standard glazing approach when glazing her works, this method is 
used by most artists include me. The first glaze is always poured and, if any additional glazes 
are to be added, than they will be sprayed onto the pieces. As stated earlier, the glazing 
process follows bisque firing. Marcuson’s pieces were then fired to 1280ºC and 1300ºC. At 
these temperatures, the clay fuses to the glaze and becomes integrated with the ware. The 
type of finish achieved is dependent on whether the firing is; hence oxidation was her 
medium rather than reduction firings that typified the mainstream of South African studio 
ceramics of the 1960s produced by Bosch, Rabinowitz, Morris, Marietjie van der Merwe, 
Rorke’s Drift Pottery Workshop, Bryan Haden (see appendix 3; personal experience; pers 
comm Janet Rogers, 2009). 
           
From left to right 
Figure 51a. Glazes tests.  High fired glaze tests on porcelain and stoneware clays. Photograph by 
Fahmeeda Omar, 2008 
Figure 51b. Buckets of glazes. Used to glazed Marcusons’ pieces. Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 
2008                      
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Figure 51c. Shelves filled with glazes at Marcusons’ studio in London. Photograph by Fahmeeda 
Omar, 2008 
Marcuson used a range of different coloured glazes to enhance her simple elegant forms. Her 
pottery forms were seldom decorated as such (I have not observed a range of brushwork 
motifs in her work, as there are in the ceramics of Bosch, Rabinowitz and Morris for 
example) and she concentrated on the tactile beauty of glaze surfaces, with intrinsic oxide 
colours and/or stains. She was not a ‘production potter’ (in the sense of replicated utilitarian 
wares such as mugs, jugs and casseroles) as were many of her South African peers since she 
focused rather on ‘one-off’ pieces for exhibitions. 
Some of the favourite colours that Marcuson used on her pieces were a metallic brown/black 
(appendix 1 accession no 3874, found in WHAG) a matt white and a turquoise which she 
achieved through local reduction (through the use of silicon carbide added into the glaze to 
cause reduction of its metallic oxides (Hamer.1975:248) and blue bowls (her archive of 
photographs show that she combed patterns into her clay body and sgraffitoed designs into a 
glaze (personal observation at her home, London 2008). A ‘reduction atmosphere’ refers to a 
kiln atmosphere which intentionally does not have enough oxygen the flames then pull the 
oxygen molecules out of the clay bodies and glazes, changing the character of oxides of iron 
and copper particularly (http://pottery.about.com/od/potteryglossaryqs/g/reduction.htm). 
Marcuson used standard methods of packing and firing her kilns for bisque and then for 
glazing to 1280ºC using ceramic cones to check the temperature inside the kiln (Wensley 
1989:44-53; pers comm Janet Rogers 2009). She used Marcuson’s work had a simple design 
and was seldom decorated, and she, like many of her predecessors, was able to focus on once 




Analysis	and	 contextualisation	of	Marcuson’s	works	 in	 the	permanent	
ceramic	collection	in	Tatham	Art	Gallery	in	Pietermaritzburg. 
There are nine ceramics by Marcuson in the permanent collection of the Tatham Art Gallery 
eight porcelain pieces and one stoneware work. All were collected actively (by purchase) 
following the personal visit to Marcuson’s studio in 1984 by the then director of the gallery, 
Lorna Ferguson. As such, the ceramics encapsulate a particular ‘moment’ in Marcuson’s 
work, which I consider to be one of significance during her creative production. Hence this 
chapter will consider the historical context of Marcuson’s works in light of the preceding 
chapters about the leading ceramists and ceramics she admired in Britain and South Africa 
and also describe and evaluate the attributes of each of the Tatham’s works in detail.  
Marcuson’s works are displayed by a sympathetic museum environment and since the 
acquision by Tatham Art Gallery those works have been shown in a group exhibition of 
South African ceramists (including works by Marietjie van der Merwe, Tim Morris and Esias 
Bosch) notably curated by Valerie Leigh. The TAG also possesses significant historical 
collections of international ceramics since its inception earlier that century, which owed its 
origins to Mrs Ada Susan Tatham who collected donations early in 1903 to purchase works in 
Britain for the planned art museum in Pietermaritzburg. After an initial temporary exhibition, 
the Collection was first housed in the Pietermaritzburg City Hall, where it remained until the 
1990s (see below). In 1923 the Collection was greatly enhanced through the donations of 
Lieutenant Colonel R. H. Whitwell who donated a number of paintings, sculptures and a 
small collection of Nineteenth Century Western, and also Dynastic Chinese ceramics, (see 
Leigh-Lin Shao’s MAFA thesis (1997) about the Tatham’s Whitwell Collection of blue-and-
white porcelain) which were then added to especially in the latter part of the last century in a 
new collection of contemporary South African ceramics. In 1990 the Tatham Art Gallery 
moved from the City Hall into its current premises, formerly the old Supreme Court Building. 
The Tatham Art Gallery forms part of the Msunduzi Municipality and is governed by a Board 
of Trustees (pers comm Gail de Clark, 2010; appendix 8).  
For the Tatham to accession a work into the Collection, the proposed purchase goes through a 
selection Committee which involves research, arguments and bargaining in an effort to 
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maintain a comprehensive collection policy. Ultimately the purchase of new art works is seen 
as a victory worthy of press publicity (Ferguson, 1984:2 [appendix 8]). However not all 
purchases are made in this way. An exception was made in 1984, by Lorna Ferguson, the 
curator at the Tatham Art Gallery; during a visit to Johannesburg where she was introduced 
to ‘one of South Africa’s most accomplished potters and glaze chemists’ Thelma Marcuson 
(Katz 1974:30; Mayer 1988: 16). Ferguson had a keen eye for ceramics and was in the 
privileged position to have studied the medium under Hilda Ditchburn from the University of 
Natal (from 1969-1971) and realised the importance of Marcuson’s work and the importance 
that studio ceramics had as an art medium and needed to be collected for public interest and 
education (Ferguson, 1984:2 [appendix 8], pers comm Armstrong, 2011). It is interesting to 
note here that it was not common practice in South African galleries to collect contemporary 
ceramics as this was considered a ‘lesser art or craft’ by those incharge. It can be argued that 
Ferguson considered that this ceramic addition was in keeping with the Whitwell Collection 
and that she was merely adding to it with Marcuson’s work. This was not the first ceramic 
item that had been bought for the Tatham as there was an exhibition of ceramic art in 1973 at 
the Tatham, organized by the then Tatham curator Valerie Leigh. A number of pieces were 
purchased from this exhibition by artists such as Bosch, Rabinowitz and Morris (pers comm 
Bell 2012).  
Out of the nine pieces that Ferguson purchased that year, eight are porcelain and one is 
stoneware. Four of these accessioned pieces had been dated to the early 70s and three of these 
pieces were documented in Clark and Wagner’s book, Potters of Southern Africa; their 
citation in that era’s first book on South African stoneware and porcelain makes Marcuson’s 
works highly significant. The other four were made in the early 1980s. All nine pieces are 
high fired to between 1280ºC and 1300ºC in an electric kiln. The firings were oxidised, even 











Figure 52. Thelma Marcuson. Handbuilt (pinched) vessel, 1974. Blue dolomite glaze. H: 148mm; W: 
96mm. Collection: Tatham Art Gallery. Accession no 17/765/84. Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 
2008 . 
 
The above vessel was one of Marcuson’s handbuilt stoneware pieces made in 1974. The 
visually elegant form of the piece belies its heavy weight. Pinch-built, with a somewhat 
irregular form, it is unusual in that Marcuson’s productions were mainly thrown on a wheel. 
It is also unusual in being made from stoneware clay, evident in its buff colour on the area 
below the glaze on the foot of the form and the iron contents in the clay-body which have 
leached irregularly into the glaze-flow. This also gives the edge its distinctive yellow-brown 
colour. The vessel is smaller at the base and wider at the rim, assisting in giving the form an 
elegant appearance, making it look more fragile than it really is.  
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It was glazed with a soft barium glaze to which nickel and cobalt were added and the piece 
was high fired. It was glazed all the way to the base, this is an indication that Marcuson knew 
the outcome of the glaze that she used and knew that the glaze would be stable enough not to 
run off the piece and stick to the kiln shelf. On a closer examination of the rim of the piece, 
the glaze has pulled away from the rim leaving the glaze thinner at the top allowing for the 
iron oxide from the clay to seep into the glazes giving it a yellow - brown colour along the 
rim. This also aids in the organic appearance of the form. A similar piece can be found in the 
Corobrik Permanent Ceramic Collection (http://ceramicssa.org/Corobrik.html) 
Marcuson incised her initials into the base of this piece; this is different to the other ceramics 
in the TAG collection in which she signed her work with a stamp, or brushed oxide. Also 
found on the base of this piece is the Tatham’s accession number (17/765/84). According to 



















Figure 53. Thelma Marcuson. Porcelain bowl; one of three. 1973. Matt dolomite glaze over slip. H: 
99mm; D: 126mm. Collection: Tatham Art Gallery. Accession no 17/766/84 (3). Photograph by 





Figure 54. Thelma Marcuson. Porcelain bowl; one of three. 1973. Matt dolomite glaze over slip 
(which was applied to the exterior only). H: 146mm; D: 158mm. Collection: Tatham Art Gallery. 





These two bowls (on page 67) form part of a set of three (Marcuson noted this personally; the 
group of three appeared originally in Clark and Wagner’s book (1974) were made in 1973 
and are examples of Marcuson’s early porcelain wares, however these wares appear to be 
early porcelannous ceramic ware and not porcelain. This attribution is uncertain as the works 
appear to be a different kind of clay compared to her later porcelain works in the TAG 
Collection. As has been stated earlier, Marcuson sort help from Tim Morris when making her 
transition from stoneware to porcelain. This transition took place in 1975. Figures 53-54 on 
page 67 give the appearance of porcelain but appear to be white stoneware. On Marcuson’s 
invoice to the Tatham she does state that these three pieces figures 53 (accession no 
17/766/84(3) and 54 (accession no 17/766/84 (2) on page 67 and figure 56 (accession no 
17/766/84) on page 70) are indeed porcelain. These two bowls are glazed with a matt dolomite 
glaze and high fired in an oxidised kiln (appendix 8; personal observation); possibly because 
of this firing process both pieces have a warm ‘earthy’ feeling. 
For these pieces, Marcuson first brushed a ‘cobalt’ slip onto the green ware and combed 
through it leaving behind visible lines which are seen even after the pieces have been glazed. 
This is especially visible on figure 54 on page 67 (personal observation). On a closer 
inspection of the piece one can see that the effect of ‘marbling’ is only evident on the outside 
of the bowls; the inside is more monochromatic. It is also noted that piece number 17/766/84  
(3) has a thinner application of glaze allowing the cobalt to show through and therefore 
giving this piece a blue purple colour whereas piece numbered 17/766/84 (2) (figure 53 on 
page 67) has a thicker application of glaze. The dolomite glaze has a chemical reaction with 
the cobalt and this reaction turns the glaze a pinkish-cream colour.  
These bowls were thrown on the wheel as is evident by the throwing rings which are visible 
on the insides of both the forms. Figures 53-54 on page 67 have wide rims and narrow bases 
but this is more evident on figure 54. This makes the piece appear unstable.  
In comparison with her early stoneware piece, these bowls are not as heavy and are more 
appropriately balanced between form and construction in relation to their size. However they 
are not meant to be functional pieces of ‘tableware’ because of their very narrow foot-rings; 
this is also a trait seen in Lucie Rie’s bowls in which her aesthetic was driven more by 
sculptural rather than utilitarian considerations.  
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These bowls are not signed at the bottom like Marcuson’s later pieces and they are glazed 
right down to the foot-ring including the centre of the foot-ring. They, along with the bottle 
necked vase (see figure 56 on page 70), were sold as a set of three.   
As a matter of fact the lip (see figure 56 on page 70) is wider than the base. Marcuson painted 
bands of manganese slip on this piece, this is further evident on close examination where the 
bands of slip are clearly visible through the dolomite glaze. The colour changers depending 
on the thickness of the manganese slip. Where the slip is thicker a warm brown colour is 
observed, where thin a warm pink colour is seen and where there is no manganese added the 
glaze is a creamy white, which is evident on the rim of the lip of the vase. This form was a 
trait used by both Rie and Duckworth and is evident in figure 15 page 20 and figure 57 on 
page 70. This group of three was purchased from Marcuson’s home for R500.00 (appendix 
8). One of Marcuson’s bottle forms Bronze Porcelain Vase can also be found in WHAG’s 
permanent ceramics collection (accession no 3874, see appendix 1).  
 
Figure 55. This piece of Marcuson’s was stamped with her initials on the base. Close up of 




Figure 56. Thelma Marcuson. Tall Porcelain bottle neck piece; one of three. 1974. Matt dolomite 
glaze over slip. H: 285mm; D: 186mm. Collection: Tatham Art Gallery. Accession no 17/766/84. 
Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 2008. 
 
Figure 57. Lucie Rie. Stoneware bottle neck piece. Date unknown, matt stoneware glaze over 





Figure 58. Thelma Marcuson. Blue/ Green lidded Jar. 1983. Celadon crackled glaze. H: 217 mm. 
Collection: Tatham Art Gallery. Accession no 17/764/84 (1) Jar and Accession no 17/764/84 (2) lid. 
Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 2008. 
 
                                        
 
Figure 59. Turned foot-ring and glazed just above the base. Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 2008.                                
Figure 60. Marcuson signed this piece with her initials TM using manganese oxide. Photograph by 
Fahmeeda Omar, 2008. 
                           
The jar and lid were thrown on the potter’s wheel. It is fairly evenly thrown, an indication 
that her throwing technique had improved over the years. This is one of Marcuson’s later 
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porcelain pieces. According to the Tatham’s records this piece was made in 1983 and both 
the jar and lid are made from porcelain (appendix 8). The throwing rings on the inside of this 
piece are a clear indication of the method used. There are no throwing rings on the outside as 
these would have been removed when Marcuson turned the pot to eliminate the excess clay 
and to create the foot-ring. The throwing rings appear when the potter is pulling up the clay 
(see chapter 2, page 58 for details on turning). The lid was thrown separately from the jar and 
both would be turned at the leather hard stage. The lid is specially made to fit this jar. 
Marcuson does state that figure 58 on page 71 is made with porcelain. One can see the colour 
of the porcelain as the jar has not been glazed all the way to the bottom of the foot-ring (as 
seen in figure 59 on page 71). The base of both the lid and the jar are cleaned, indicating that 
it sat directly on the kiln shelf. They would be fired to the same temperature (for Marcuson 
that would have been between 1280ºC and 1300ºC). Marcuson has used a high firing 
green/blue celadon glaze with an alluring crackled effect which would have been deliberate 
on her part. On close examination of this piece one can clearly see the crackled effect. The jar 
is glazed on the inside and the outside including the rim. She also glazed the inside of the 
foot-ring.  The jar and lid were not fired as one piece, had she fired these two pieces together, 
the rim of the jar and the base of the lid would both be unglazed; otherwise they would stick 
together during the firing when the glaze had melted. Marcuson signed the base of this piece 
with her initials TM with oxide and then glazed over it with the celadon glaze. As the celadon 
is a transparent glaze the oxide shows through (figure 60 page 71). The Tatham purchased 
this piece from Marcuson for R130.00 (appendix 8). This is an indication of the value that 
was attributed to her work at the time.  
I feel this piece is not in the spirit of Anglo-Oriental ‘Leach’ ceramics, but would like to 
emphasise rather that Marcuson’s choices for this particular lidded form and her crackle-
celadon glaze are intentional, mutually reinforcing her references to the classical aesthetics of 
Chinese Song ceramics. She uses similar classicising references in the glazes of her other 
Tatham works, which she also titled (discussed in my text that follows) as ‘transmutation’ 
and ‘peach-bloom’: these specialised kinds of glaze were not in the regular vocabulary of 







Figure 61. Thelma Marcuson. Porcelain Bowl. 1983. Pink crackled glaze. H: 83mm; D: 199mm. 




Figure 62. Top view of bowl pink crackled glaze. Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 2008.   
 
Figure 63. Detail of the crackled glaze with oxide or stain to emphasise the linear effect of the crazes. 
This is a usual treatment in many classical Chinese celadon wares – it is likely that Marcuson wished 
to acknowledge the classical sources of her ceramics inspiration, not only in the form of the piece and 






Figure 61 on page 73, Marcuson’s pink crackled glaze porcelain bowl was made in 1983. It 
was thrown in porcelain and when leather hard the rim was cut into, giving her bowl a 
flower-like edge with an elegant form (as seen in figure 62 on page 73); this is similar to the 
classical foliate edges in many Song ceramic bowls illustrated by Mary Tregear in her book, 
Song Ceramics. Marcuson used a pink crackled glaze on this piece and according to the 
artist’s statement to the Tatham, it was a feldspathic glaze which was fired to between 
1280ºC and 1300ºC in an oxidised kiln atmosphere (appendix 8). It is significant that 
Marcuson was not merely ‘replicating’ classical Oriental reduction glazes, as were many 
South African stoneware ceramists of her generation, but was using her electric kiln with 
enormous technical understanding to make her visual equivalents of the crackle, and celadon 
glazes of Song China (I observe incidentally in this regard that Marcuson did not use 
Tenmoku glazes in her work, as was commonplace in South African studio stoneware and 
porcelain of her era).  
On closer inspection one can see that this piece was not glazed all the way to the base, 
however, the inside of the foot-ring is glazed and signed with her initials in manganese oxide, 
just like her jar with lid (figure 58 on page 71) (pers comm Marcuson, 2008).  After the piece 
was fired Marcuson rubbed a blue stain into the crazes to emphasis the crackled effect, hence 
drawing the viewer’s attention to them as a feature of the bowl making them more obvious 
(as seen in figure 63 on page 73). This is further evident on examination the inside of the 
foot-ring and, on the outside of the piece where the glaze stops, one can see the blue colour. 
Had the stain been added before the firing the chances are that it would have burned away. 
This bowl has a narrow foot-ring and a very wide rim. It is stable however not functional. 
Marcuson exhibited a bowl similar in style and shape to this one at the 1992 London 
Exhibition (pers comm Janet Rogers 2009). Lorna Ferguson purchased this porcelain bowl 
for R100.00 from Marcuson at her Johannesburg home (appendix 8). The WHAG Collection 









Figure 64. Thelma Marcuson. Porcelain transmutation bowl. 1982. H: 140mm; D: 207mm. Collection: 
Tatham Art Gallery- Accession no17/763/84. Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar 2008                                                         
 
This porcelain bowl was high fired twice in an oxidised kiln, with three different glazes (I 
noticed that the foot-ring has been extensively ground where the fluid glazes ran). It is 
significant to note here the technical lengths to which Marcuson would go, in twice-firing this 
work, in order to achieve a maximum aesthetic visual effect, this is not a practice of South 
African Studio Potters who were driven more by economic considerations and the ‘natural’ 
effects of reduction firing. 
It was thrown on the wheel, and appears proportionately balanced and lighter in comparison 
to her earlier works which tended to be quite heavy (see figures 31-32 on page 39). This piece 
was made in 1982. Marcuson refers to this bowl in her statement as ‘transmutation bowl’ as 
she used more than one glaze on this piece (pers comm Marcuson, 2008; appendix 7 and 8). 
The word ‘transmutation’ by definition (Hamer 1975:301) is the act of changing the glaze 
colour unintentionally, this is the case when chromium oxide reacts to tin oxide in a glaze and 
also titanium dioxide. Iron, manganese, copper and cobalt oxides all transmutate effectively. 
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The glaze used on this piece is shiny and ranges from blackish brown glaze on the rim to a 
pinkish brown to a pale blue grey. In order to achieve this array of colour, iron oxide was 
introduced into the glaze. The chemical reaction of these three glazes caused them to run, not 
only on the outside, but also on the inside of the bowl. Consequently it was necessary to grind 
the glaze off the edge of the foot-ring with no noticeable damage done to the foot. This would 
be an influence that she learned from John Shirley, who used crystalline glazes on his work 
(Biden 1975:4-6). 
Marcuson was obviously very pleased with the results of this bowl as no seconds left her 
studio and this was not considered a reject (pers comm Marcuson 2008; personal 
observation). The base of this piece is not only glazed but is also signed with Marcuson’s 
initials TM with manganese oxide (as she did with figure 58 on page 71 and figure 61 on 
page 73). This could have been a piece from a previous exhibition; Marcuson sold it to 
Ferguson (the curator of the Tatham Art Gallery) in 1984 for R130.00 (appendix 8). Similar 
pieces can also be located in the DAG’s Ceramic Collection and in the WHAG Permanent 
Collection. The bowl in DAG Collection has not run of the piece, and the bowl in the WHAG 
Collection (accession number 3875 Blue Porcelain Bowl) is applied thinner that the one in 
the TAG Collection (accession number 2103) and therefore has a brown colour on the inside 















Figure 65. Thelma Marcuson. Porcelain peach-bloom bowl. 1981. H: 98mm; D: 170mm. Collection: 
Tatham Art Gallery. Accession no 17/162/84. Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar 2008                                                         
 
This thrown porcelain bowl was made in 1981 and was purchased in 1984 for R100.00 from 
Marcuson’s home by Ferguson during her visit (see above) (TAG archival invoice). It is 
unmistakable that this bowl was influenced by Lucie Rie (in comparison to figure 2 on page 
13 and figure 6 on page 15); it has a very narrow foot-ring and a wide lip. This bowl is a 
much lighter thrown form when compared to her early stoneware and porcelain pieces 
(figures 31-32 on page 39 and figures 53-54 both on page 67), indicating her increased 
experience and greater confidence in her throwing. The bowl is not signed under the foot-
ring. This piece was fired using a local reduction agent (such as silicon carbide) to 1280ºC-
1300ºC where a chemical reaction with the iron and copper colourants in Marcuson’s glaze 
gave it a variety of different hues (appendix 8). Where thin, it is a very pale green colour and, 
where thick, the glaze is more of a pink colour. In an electric kiln this would have posed a 
challenge for her and to have built a reduction kiln in her studio would have been nearly 
impossible, as she lived in a residential area where smoke emissions would have been 
forbidden according to the municipal laws (pers comm Ian Calder, 2012). Also firing a 
reduction kiln is a complex and time consuming process, so she attempted to attain reduction 
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colours with the addition of a local reducing agent into the glaze (pers comm Janet Rogers, 
2009).  
The use of silicon carbide for this purpose requires that it be finely ground to a mesh size of 
600mm or more. Failing this, the glaze will boil violently and craters will be left in the fired 
glaze. An interesting aside is that this is probably the material that Lucie Rie used to make 
her pitted and eruptive ‘volcanic’ glazes (pers comm Armstrong, 2010; Rhodes 1969:181). 
On closer examination of this piece one can see that the glaze has run slightly, this is evident 
at the base of the piece on the foot-ring where the glaze has pooled slightly. A blue celadon 
porcelain bowl can be found in the private collection of Jenny Hobbs (appendix 1). 
The title of the piece includes reference to a ‘peach-bloom glaze’, which is significant 
because Marcuson was reinforcing the source of her inspiration, not in the ‘tea-wares’ 
admired by her Anglo-Orientalist peers, but rather in a range of classical, courtly porcelains 
of the Chinese Kangxi dynasty. David Battie defines the glaze as velvety peach – red to sage 


















Figure 66. Thelma Marcuson. Porcelain wall piece. Date unknown. Height: 205mm W: 306mm D: 
60mm. Collection: Tatham Art Gallery. Accession no 17/767/84. Photograph by Fahmeeda Omar, 
2008.                                                                                                                                                                                      
Figure 66 is reminiscent of the work made by Ruth Duckworth (see chapter 1 section on 
Duckworth and figure 16 on page 20). This porcelain wall piece is encased in a perspex 
casing which is specifically made to be mounted on the wall. There are three sheets of 
porcelain which have been stuck together. They are unglazed, high fired and translucent 
where thin. Marcuson rolled out slabs of clay and pushed the slabs into a mould to get the 
patterns that are seen on these three sheets. This wall piece has a dull white, chalky colour 
when compared to the porcelain bowls. This piece exhibits some elements of chance 
implying that there is a lack of final control over what the piece will look like as opposed to 
throwing, which is technique specific. The pattern does look very similar to that of a seashell. 
Marcuson has not dated this work or mentioned it in her invoice to the Tatham. Therefore I 
am uncertain of the year it was made, however I would say it was produced in the early 80s 
and may have been an experimental piece. When held up to the light the thin parts of the 
sheets are translucent. It has been pointed out that Marcuson may have first introduced the 
public to the perspex boxes in 1982 at an exhibition at ‘Yellow door’ (appendix 4 and 




Marcuson’s work gave her great joy to make and a sense of creative achievement. The 
passion for working with one’s hand was one of the reasons Marcuson loved working with 
clay and she especially liked working with porcelain for the challengers that it posed. She 
was an informed and intelligent woman and was mainly self-taught, created an identity for 
herself and with the support of her husband Neil, was able to concentrate more on 
experimentation than on ceramics as a production. She worked towards an ideal as a maker of 
beautiful ceramic work that was not necessarily to be used but rather as a statement of a 
particular expertise by a woman in the particularly male dominated ceramic world.  
My dissertation stressed that Marcuson derived her aesthetic sensibility from internationally 
acknowledged female artists such as Lucie Rie, Ruth Duckworth and Mary Rogers, but that 
Marcuson took great pride in developing her own ability to manipulate glaze chemistry to 
achieve the glaze effects and special colours in her work, especially in her porcelain pieces, 
for which she achieved critical acclaim as one of the top fifteen in South Africa. Her works 
were acquired by local major art galleries as well in private collectors. I emphasised that 
Marcuson held several important solo and group exhibitions in the late seventies and early 
eighties when ceramics was just starting to be recognised as an art form in South Africa.  
Hence Thelma Marcuson played a significant role in promoting public awareness and 
enjoyment of studio ceramics as an emergent art form in South Africa. She was seminal in 
the formation of the Association of Potters of South Africa (APSA) for which she was a 
member even after she had emigrated to the United Kingdom. She was acclaimed by her 
colleagues for her aesthetic prowess and it was through this ability that she became an 
important judge for South African Ceramic competitions in her time. 
Her work of the 70s followed her admiration of Lucie Rie with regards to form and design. 
This can be seen in several of Marcuson’s pieces in the TAG collection, for example the 
bottle form and several of her bowls with a very narrow foot-ring. Marcuson was also 
influenced by the organic forms of Mary Rogers as seen in her stoneware vase with flared rim 
(see Figure 52) and the piece in the Durban Art Gallery with the double rim (see Appendix 
1); although these pieces are heavily potted they also show that she had a command of form 
and glaze technology that was admired in Johannesburg and South Africa. Marcuson was 
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fortunate to have so many well-informed friends who advised and encouraged her, such as 
Morris, Bosch and Rabinowitz. 
In 1984 Lorna Ferguson, the curator of the Tatham Art Gallery at that time, had the foresight 
to purchase a range of nine representative ceramic pieces by Marcuson for the Tatham Art 
Gallery. Ferguson realised the national and historical importance of Marcuson’s work for 
public interest and art education. 
Through fine, delicate, simple glazing, Marcuson used glaze colours rather than applied or 
painted decoration to emphasise the form of her pieces. Marcuson found the science of being 
a potter exciting, mixing the different materials from their raw state, testing their melting 
temperatures and reaction to the different colouring oxides.  
Thelma Marcuson was described as one of the top fifteen potters by Garth Clark in 1974; in 
this dissertation I hope to have given renewed recognition to Marcuson as one of the pioneers 
South African Studio Potters. 
I emphasise that Marcuson’s achievements are not only as a pioneer of studio porcelain in 
South Africa, but that her sources of inspiration in Rie, Duckworth, Rogers and in the 
classical Chinese ceramic forms and glazes differed from her peers in local studio pottery. 
Her male colleagues tended to be grouped together in their singular technological focus in the 
effects of reduction in stoneware and porcelain and gestural calligraphic brushstrokes derived 
from Leach’s influence. Her understanding of glaze chemistry enabled her mix up her own 
colours and experiment with glazes and as a glaze pioneer she developed exceptional 
knowledge and prided herself in her skill.  
She passed away at the age of 88 in 2009 shortly after I interviewed her at her home. 
Appropriately considering her fascination with ceramics, Marcuson was cremated and 
expressly wanted her ashes to be mixed into a glaze (which Janet Rogers, her studio assistant 






The glossary terms below originate from Peter Lanes’ book Contemporary Porcelain: Materials, 
techniques and expression (1980). 
 
Anagama kiln An Anagama kiln is a Japanese term meaning ‘cave kiln’ which 
consists of a firing chamber with a firebox at one end and a flue at the 
other. 
Ash glaze A glaze containing a portion of ash from burnt organic material mainly 
trees and grass. 
Batt (wooden) This is a removable disk attached to the wheel head when throwing. It 
makes it easier to remove freshly thrown pots. 
 
Batt (plaster of paris) This is a slab of plaster used to dry out wet clay. 
Bisque Unglazed wares that are still porous. 
Bisque firing 
 
This is the first firing of the clay into ceramic. This takes place before 
the glazing as it makes it easier to handle. 
Bone ash Calcium phosphate. Used in certain glazes and is a major constituent of 
bone china. 
Bone china A very white translucent ware with a high proportion of bone ash. 
Bung A ceramic stopper used when firing a kiln to plug the spyhole of the 
kiln. 
Casting slip Used for pouring mould. It is a deflocculated mixture of water and 
clay. 
Celadon glaze A high fired glaze often used over incised or carved decoration. 
Coiling Coils are made by rolling the clay between the fingers. Forms can be 
built up with coils joined together. 
Cones An elongated, three sided pyramid composed of ceramic materials used 
to measure the actual heat inside the kiln during a firing. They are 
designed to collapse at specific temperatures. Cones can be observed 
through the spy hole during the firing. 
Crackle glaze A glaze designed to craze by shrinking more that the body. The pattern 




Crazing This occurs when the glaze does not fit the body due to uneven 
expansion and contraction. 
Crystalline glaze Glaze with crystals visible in and on the surface. The crystals are 
encouraged to grow with the aid of titanium, zinc, or zirconium and 
with a long soak and slow cooling. 
Dunting Cracking of the clay body during firing or cooling. 
Earthenware Porous pottery usually fired to temperature under 1100ºC. 
Flux An oxide which lowers the melting point of a glaze mixture and aids in 
the vitrification process. 
Foot-ring The thrown or turned ring or clay that can be found at the base of a 
bowl to support it. 
Fusion The melting of ceramic materials. 
Grog Fired clay body which is ground up and added to the clay body to 
provide extra wet strength and reduce shrinkage. 
Kneading Mixing plastic clay to an even consistency by hand and also to remove 
air from the clay. 
Leather-hard When the clay is stiff but still has sufficient moisture content to be 
carved, pierced and build on. 
Manganese Used as a colorant [thus]. 
Opacifier Materials that are in a glaze which remain suspended in the fired glaze, 
e.g. tin oxide, titanium dioxide, zinc oxide and zirconium dioxide to 
name but a few. 
Oxidation This occurs when there is sufficient air supply in the kiln during firing. 
Oxidising atmosphere A clean kiln atmosphere where plenty of oxygen is present. 
Plasticity This is the property that allows clay to be shaped and reformed. Too 
much plasticity can make the clay unworkable or increase the amount 
of shrinkage that takes place. 
Press mould A hollow mould that is porous. 
Pyrometer Used to measure the temperature inside the kiln. 
Raku A Japaneses word used to describe a particular type of low fired ware 
made from a refractory clay able to withstand the shock of removal 
from a red hot kiln with a pair of tongs and rapidly cooled by covering 
with sawdust to create a reduced atmosphere for specific effects. 
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Reducing atmosphere An excess of carbon is introduced into the kiln, usually at around 
900ºC, so that the oxygen atoms are extracted from the oxides present 
in the ceramics to produce a range of colour changers in the glaze. 
Refactory Resistant to high temperatures. 
Salt glaze When common salt is thrown into the kiln at a high temperature, 
decomposes and volitilises to combine with the alumina and silica in 
the clay body to produce an uneven glaze surface. 
Sgraffito Decoration scratched through the surface of slips or glazes. 
Slip A creamy mixture of clay and water. 
Soak A period during which the kiln is held at its top temperature for a 
period of time to allow the glaze and the body to mature. 
Stoneware A vitrified ware, usually fired to temperatures in excess of 1200ºC. 
Throwing Making hollow pot forms by hand on a rotating wheel 
Turning Removing unwanted clay from a pot by holding a sharp hooped object 
against the leather-hard clay and shaving away the clay. 
Vitrification The point at which the glassy materials within the body melt and flow 
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Photography by Fahmeeda Omar, 2008. 
William Humphreys Art Gallery  
Invoice no Collection  Category  Artist Title medium size 
3873 
 






Porcelain  H :130mm 
Foot rim 54 





Porcelain H :315mm 
Foot rim 67 





Porcelain H :105mm  
Foot rim 46 





Porcelain H: 107 mm 



















Code        : 87/12  
Object      : Round Porcelain Pot  
Desc        : Round pot with metalic bronze glaze  
Material   : Porcelain  
Colour     : Bronze  





The above piece is in a private collection and belongs to Jenny Hobbs. Photographer Jenny 




The above bowls belong to a private collector Evelyn Cohen from Johannesburg. 
Photographer Professor Leeb-du Toit, 2009 
Other people who claim to also have Marcuson’s pieces in their collections are  
 Myrtle Berman from Cape Town, she has six pieces 
 Dr Margo von Beck has three pieces 
 John Shirley has one 
 Peter Jeff  
(The above information was retrieved through email conversations with both the private 
collectors and the curators of the galleries) 
 





















































































The following chart was taken from http://artpotteryblog.com/2008/05/the-art-pottery.html 






Questions for Thelma Marcuson 
1. How did you get started as a ceramist, what first drew you to clay and what was 
your first response to the medium? 
Doesn’t like term ceramist-prefers potter 
Boys were older had more time on her hands 
Visited England, saw a first show of 2 English and South African potters, ignited her interest 
in the medium 
Had to do something with her hands – her father was a craftsman jeweller with his own 
workshop 
2. From whom have you learned the most about ceramics? 
Can be taught skills, not taste 
Loved meeting other potters – learned from them everyone she met taught her something 
Used to visit exhibitions when travelling – absorbing as much as possible 
3. How did you acquire training in ceramics: was it formal training/education or 
informal and who would you regard as your ‘teachers’ or ‘role models’? 
Went to art college part time – tried different things but was inspired by pottery 
Had a wonderful teacher – John Edwards, could have taught an orangutan to throw 
Helen Martin and Tim Morris helped with the transition from earthenware to stoneware 
4. In your opinion which other ceramists do you feel have influenced your work and 
what has been their major influence?  
Lucy Rie - her influence on shape and glaze – had a feeling when she saw lucy’s work that 
she could work in that way – liked the simplicity and sophistication 
5. Over the years which major art movements have influenced your art making, and in 
what way did these movements influence you? 
Many influences – considers there to be a conflict between art and crafts – considers herself a 
craftsperson 
6. As a ceramist what was your medium of choice (e.g. bone china, porcelain etc)?  
Porcelain 
7. What kind of pottery were you making when you first started your career? 
Started with earthenware, then stoneware, then porcelain 
Enjoyed hand building from time to time 
8. When did you first start working with porcelain and what prompted your interest in 
using this medium? 
Liked the responsiveness – a nervous sort of clay – liked the colors you could get with the 
glazes- found it exciting 
9. How would you describe your work? 
Crazes for glazes 
10. What was the content of your work (themes used, metaphoric use of subject matter 
etc)? n/a 
11. What were the ideal conditions under which you liked to work? 
Listening to the radio in her studio in the garden of the house 
12. In your experience what has been the most challenging problem that you have faced 
and how did you solve it? 
13. When you were a practicing ceramist where did you source your clay? 
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Neil her husband imported the clay until she learned how to make it herself – one ingredient 
difficult to get because of war in SW Africa 
14. Over the years did you develop your own glaze recipes, and if so where did you 
source you ingredients? 
Had to redo glaze recipes when switched to porcelain – very time consuming reformulating 
glaze recipes – made her reputation 
15. When did you become a member of APSA? 
When it started 
16. Are you still a member, if not how long were you a member? 
Was a member until couldn’t read anymore 
Janet’s tribute to Marcuson  
I met Thelma nearly 20 years ago, at my degree show at the Royal College of Art – That was 
the beginning of a serendipitous and inspiring relationship and I became her studio assistant. 
It didn’t take long for me to discover that Thelma was an artist as well as a potter and as 
passionate as she was perfectionist in getting the form of the pot right. Thelma taught me 
more about making pots than I learned at the Royal College – (As a painter in the ceramics 
department, I was a novice at throwing and so I worked mainly on hand-built pots). In a way 
I was an apprentice, as well as studio assistant, to Thelma. She taught me so many things it is 
not possible to put them all into words: “Stand back from the pot – look at it from all angles” 
encapsulated Thelma’s take on life and how to live it – She taught me not to be precious, to 
persevere and to “ throw away the ones that don’t work and have another try…” She 
encouraged me to strive for the perfect form that expressed the energy and life of the pot – for 
a sense of uplift that spirals outwards and which would be impossible to achieve if the pot 
was too heavy at the base – Getting all these things right would make the pot ‘sing…’  
Even the processes that were involved in preparing the clay were a lesson. Removing the 
impurities, wedging to get the body of the clay ready for throwing. Glazing and the 
preparation of the glazes were the most challenging part. Thelma’s beautiful yellow crackle 
glaze was a technical challenge which always kept me holding my breath during firings as the 
glaze has to shrink a little more than the body of the pot in order to create the crackle – too 
much and the pot would crack, too little and the crackle would not be there… This was not 
for the fainthearted! “To crackle or not to crackle?” was often my question as I waited for the 
firing to cool so I could open the kiln and find out. Every firing was reviewed - Thelma’s 
meticulous recipes and notes helped here and were a source of precise technical information 
as well as her poetic observations and notes–which were useful in deciding on which recipes 
should be tested or used again – “too shiney-try without tin..” “ nice and hard when raw – 
may craze (nice crackle?) “ or my favourite: “ a nice opalescent moon glow...” 
Thelma and I spoke 2 weeks before she died about pots and glazes. I asked her what form she 
would make if she was making a pot now – She started by describing the glaze -she was 
thinking that she’d like to have a red glaze – not a brownish red, but a pinky red – the form 
would open up at the base, and then close in, almost creating a sphere and then open upwards 
and out. I hope to make such a pot- to try to capture that sense of grace, which encapsulates 
something of Thelma. 
I will miss Thelma enormously. I am so thankful for her special friendship over 18 years as 
well as everything that she taught me and shared with me. I have chosen an extract from a 
favourite poem by TS Eliot which expresses a glimpse of the spiritual element in Thelma’s 
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pots, which transcends time…….and which for me is a reminder of her spirit expressed in 
their form… 
Dear Janet 
Please could you answer these questions for me if you can.? I really do not mind if you 
just jot down words for me next to the questions. They will be of great help. Please do 
not worry if you cannot answer a question, I am just  trying to gather as much about 
her as I can as there is very little written about her here. 
Thank you for your time and effort. I look forward to hearing from you 
1. When did you start working with clay and how did you meet up with Thelma? 
I first started working with clay in 1983 at a pottery evening class in London – (My first 
degree is in Fine Art (painting) from Winchester School of Art) – I decided that working with 
clay and in 3D would be a good way to explore form and improve my drawing.  Three years 
later I spent 6 months as a visiting artist at the Lalit Kala Academy in Calcutta and my 
interest in working with clay developed.  When I returned to London, I was accepted at the 
Royal College of Art to do an MA in the Department of Ceramics an Glass –where I hoped to 
learn more technnical skills. I worked in  earthernware, mostly making handbuilt, surface-
decorated  pots and doing surface design – After my first year, my Department asked me to 
undertake a Degree by Project – to research issues face by artisans and crafts producers in the 
developing world and produce a report, including case studies– I was awarded a third year at 
the RCA for this and was encouraged to research other media as well as ceramics. My main 
case study on block-printed textiles was researched in Bangladesh.  I was also commissioned 
to make pots through the Royal Overseas League and Designers Guild during this time and 
continue making pots.   I met Thelma at my Degree Show at the RCA in the summer of 1991. 
We discovered that we lived close by each other and she invited me to come to her studio to 
discuss the possibility of me working with her in her studio on a mutually beneficial basis –.  
How long did you share studio space?  1991-94 full time, then part time /occasionally 
1995-2001 as a part time job became full-time.  I still made regular visits to Thelma and her 
studio at weekends or during annual leave and kept a supply of clay prepared  for her to 
throw.  I helped with mixing and firing glaze trials and also glazing Thelma’ pots. During this 
phase  we  did an average of  3-6 firings a year.  I made several small ranges of my own work 
during this time as well.  From 2001-2002  I changed my working hour to a four day week 
and returned to work in the studio on Fridays and depending on what was needed for Thelma’  
pots and mine, on Saturdays and Sundays. 
2. What can you remember about Thelma’s work ethic and her work? 
Thelma was disciplined – and methodical in her approach to work– She was uncompromising 
on form and where others might have gone ahead and fired a sub-standard pot – unless it 
would do for the kitchen – Thelma would break up the raw pot for reclaiming and start 
another one. She was inspired by the work ethic of Bernard Leach –and especially by Chinese 
and Japanese pots.  She was often up and in the studio in her dressing gown before breakfast. 
Even after dinner if there was something she was working on - she would go back in the 
studio. She also had a spontaneous streak in her and might decide to stop throwing to make a 
small hand built sculptural piece or a clay bird to test a new possible glaze or idea. She took 
an active interest in the work of her contempories – and often went to galleries or to see 
previews of auctions. She had a great eye for detail and collected the work of many other 
potters including, Rie, Coper, Leach.  
3. How often did she work in her/your studio a week?  
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Almost every day – exceptions were when she and her husband travelled to South Africa for 
6 weeks during February/March every year.  
4. When did you start working with Thelma?  
1991 
5. What was your profile in the studio with regards to Thelma’s work? Was it your 
studio she was working in or did you work in her studio? 
 It was always Thelma’s studio – She was very generous in sharing it with me. 
6.  Please give me a CV of your training and exhibitions. (attached to email)  
I have looked on the internet and see you are more of a painter than a ceramist?  
I am an artist and designer. 
7. B. What is your feeling about this? I looked at the WOW gallery. Is this your work 
as there may be other Janet Rogers?  
This is definitely not my work – I dont have any of my paintings on an on-line gallery. 
I am familiar with the work of Mary Rogers. Is she any relation?   
No - I am not related to Mary Rogers – Thelma – admired her work and had a small pot made 
by her in her collection.  There were two potters on my paternal grandmother’s side of the 
family 
8. What is your favourite medium? 
 I love working with clay – but second to that drawing 
9. What temperature did Thelma fire her porcelain at?  
We used pyrometric cones - biscuit firing to 1000 degrees – 1260 degrees for  most of  
Thelma’s glazes  - though we went by the cones and I always watched the kiln through the  
night. When we were firing 
10. Where did she fire her work? I know she had a small studio but did she fire her 
work there?  
Yes she fired it at the studio at Brookfield from when they moved to the UK – Before that her 
studio was at Bompas Road. She brought her electric wheels with her and much of the stuio 
equipment but a new kiln was purchased 
11. Do you know where she sourced her Glaze recipes from?  
She got some from fellow potters but also experimented and tested– referring to books The 
Potter's Dictionary of Materials and Techniques by Frank Hamer and Janet Hamer. She 
subscibed to Ceramic Review and other potters magazines, was a member of the Craftsman 
Potters Association. 
12. Where did she buy her porcelain?   
Potclays or Potterycraft in the UK 
13. What was your impression of Thelma’s studio work  
 elegant – accomplished – uncompromising on detail – If she wasn’t happy with it would 
never come out of the studio. 
14. Did Thelma influence your work in any way or was she influenced by your work? 
 Her sense of form and uncompromising commitment to getting this right influenced my 
work I think my work was less refined when I first started working with Thelma. Sometimes 
she asked me to paint a line around the rims of her pots when her hand was not as steady as 
needed.   
15. Do you know where Thelma sold her work and if there are any collectors in the UK 
that you know of?  
 Thelma exhibited her work and sold it through the Goodman Gallery in Johannesburg. She 
had an exhibition in Hampstead in the 90s but mostly her pots were given to family and 
friends with a few sold privately – The family would have more information on this– I think 
you have cuttings from the newspapers – I don’t have the exact date 
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16. How was her work received in the UK? Did she enter competitions and exhibitions?  
By the time she came to the UK Thelma was in her early seventies and she didn’t enter 
competitions and exhibitions, but there was an interest in her and in her work in pottery 
circles. 
Can you remember any particular points about Thelma and her work?  
I think I have covered most of this already –I learned some special tips from Thelma and 
techniques that will I will continue to use when I get the chance to make pots again. One of 
the more challenging things for me was glazing –  getting the glaze on evenly–poured the 
glaze into the inside- and then spraying the outside of her pots - It was quite a challenge to 
get the right thickness of glaze – There was a special tool for measuring the thicknness – a 
hatpin!   
17. I am honoured that Thelma gave me her wheel before she died and I hope that I shall be 
able to continue developing my own work when I come back from India (to be based in 
the UK from 2010 rather than India).  
Janet Rogers 
Questions for Mrs Wagner 
Please could you answer these questions for me if you can. They would be of great help. 
1. When and How did you meet Thelma Marcuson?  
Thelma Marcuson's work was known to me from when I started my fine craft gallery in 1980. I 
met her in person  through Hym and Jeni Rabinowitz, when they came with the Marcusons to my 
gallery round 1983. They were good friends of the Rabinowitzes and often travelled with   them 
to Namaqualand to look at the flowers in spring. 
2. What were your impressions of her work ethic and did you know that she made 
earthenware to begin with?  
Her work ethics were impeccable. She had an incredible feeling for quality in general and in 
particular for ceramics. She was most probably her own harshest critic and if she was not happy 
with some aspects of her work she would destroy it. Yes, I was aware that she started with 
earthenware, but     most ceramicists did in the early days of South African studio ceramics, and, 
of course, in those days everyone was greatly influenced by Esias Bosch. 
3. What did you think of her work as an artist? And more specifically what did you think 
of her porcelain work? 
She had integrity, not only as an artist, but also as a human being. She always gave her honest 
opinion and was very straight forward in everything she did, but she was also an extremely kind 
person. 
4. Can you think of any artists that may have influenced her work? 
Lucy Rie above anyone else. 
5. Did she have any other exhibitions at your gallery beside the one in 1980? 
I have had her work on a regular basis on display in my gallery until she left South Africa, often 
with works by Hym Rabinowitz, Tim Morris, Marietjie van der Merwe, Katherine Glenday, 
Lynnley Watson, and Andrew Walford... 
6. Did she have solo exhibitions or were they group exhibitions? If she had a group 
exhibition, can you remember who the other people were? 
Her output was not big because she was so meticulous, I showed her work always with other 
artists' works. 
7. Can you remember exactly when she and her husband Neil left for the UK 
Unfortunately I cannot remember the exact dates, but the SA Ceramics Ass. Could surely help 
you there. I shall also try and find out for you. 
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8. Please would you just jot down any reminiscences you have of her or what she did. It all 
helps put together a picture of a person who made fine ceramics and helps piece 
together her history. 
You should read up about the trip to Japan she under-took with Bosch and other SA potters. 
There is a wonderful story about her carrying a special bowl that was given to Esias Bosch, which 
she dropped by mistake. When I visited her in her Craighall/Johannesburg home and her studio to 
buy work, she thought I looked a bit pale and rushed off into her kitchen to make breakfast for 
me. She had an unfailing eye for good art and was well travelled. She also owned Lucie Rie's 
work. That is all I can think of right now. 
Keep well. Nana   
 
Mrs Morris 
Please could you answer these questions for me if you can. They would be of great help. 
1. When and How did you meet Thelma Marcuson?  I met Thelma in 1970 either before or 
after I married Tim.  I think I met her at the Goodman Gallery in Dunkeld.  I remember her 
exclaiming about my false eyelashes - we all wore them at the time! I liked her immediately. 
2. What were your impressions of her work ethic and did you know that she made 
earthernware to begin with? She was absolutely passionate about pottery and worked very 
hard developing glazes and new techniques.  I did not know that she made earthenware to 
start with. 
3. Did you see the earthenware she made and if so what was it like and can you possibly 
think of who were her influences for this work? I never saw the earthenware but I did 
know that she was friendly with Sammy Lieberman who influenced a lot of potters.  He was 
one of the first potters in SA and certainly the only one to set up a production line exclusively 
in earthenware.  He helped Tim in the early days. 
4. Thelma Told me that Tim was one of the people who influenced her and helped 
her make the transition from earthenware to stoneware. Can you remember this 
episode and if so can you jot down any memories you have of this. I have no memories of 
Thelma's transition from earthenware to stoneware.  This may have been prior to 1970. 
5. Do you have any of Thelma’s art works in your collection? Yes I have one of Thelma's 
pieces -a small pinched vase with a flared rim in a pale blue glaze which Thelma gave Tim.  
It is unfortunately chipped but very beautiful. Similar pots are illustrated in the Clark Wagner 
book Potters of Southern Africa on page 119.  The book was published in 1974 and all 
Thelmas's pots are either stoneware or porcelain at that time. 
6. Please would you just jot down any reminiscences you have of her or what she did. It all 
helps put together a picture of a person who made fine ceramics and helps piece 
together her history. My memories of Thelma are of a warm hearted delightful person.  She 
was a wonderful hostess and gave great lunches under a vast jacaranda tree in the beautiful 
garden in Bompas Road ( now the British Consulate -- I do hope the tree is still there.)  There 
were always lots of potters at her parties - the big guns like Hym Rabinowitz and Esias Bosch 
etc.  Niel was a dear man and a great host and I think they had a very good marriage. 
I hope this satisfactorily answers your questions.  I will be glad to help in any way I can.  Are you 
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